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oveRview

The Ancient Rome Classical Curriculum is primarily a reading program. Its centerpiece 
is a library of over forty engaging histories written for young people. While knowledgeable 
instructors and organized lessons can be of great value, history lends itself better than most 
subjects to self-instruction from high-quality texts. A great deal can be learned about Ancient 
Rome just by reading traditional histories written by talented authors.  

In addition to books, the curriculum includes learning aids that are intended to 
complement a student’s reading experience. The main purpose of the Ancient Rome Study 
Guide is to provide access to appropriate review materials – such as maps, timelines, and short 
biographies – in order to help students understand and remember the events and characters they 
have read about.

Most of the information in the Ancient Rome Study Guide is also contained in HTML 
format in the Study Aids sections of the associated Compact Library.  The reproducible version is 
intended to be printed and bound in a three-ring notebook so that students can review maps and 
timelines while they read, without begin tied to a computer.  The Study Guide resources provide 
a thorough overview of Roman history but are not all-inclusive. We encourage students to add 
additional material that they find useful – from either the Compact Library or other sources – to 
their notebook for easy reference.

In addition to review materials, the Study Guide includes information that can be 
used for helping students decide what books to read and for keeping track of those books that 
they have already completed. The Recommended Reading section of the Study Guide includes 
information about all of the books in the Ancient  Rome Library and the Accountability section 
includes reproducible forms which help to track students’ progress.

The Heritage Classical Curriculum was designed to be flexible. It may be used by students 
who prefer a self-paced, reading-only approach to history or by instructors who teach history 
in a co-operative or classroom setting. The Study Guide, therefore, does not include day-to-
day lesson plans. A thoughtful instructor could certainly impose more structure if desired, but 
families who prefer an individual approach need not follow a particular regimen.

An overview of the contents of the main body and appendixes of the Ancient Rome 
Study Guide is provided on the following pages, and a discussion of the ways in which the study 
guide can be used follows.
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Study Guide contentS

The main body of the Ancient Rome Study Guide includes four sections, each with its 
own particular purpose. 

Recommended Reading – This section of the Study Guide lists the author, title, reading 
level, and length of every book in the Heritage Ancient Rome Library. The core reading selections 
for each reading level are specified along with book summaries describing their importance. 
Supplemental reading suggestions are also made, but they are described in less detail. More 
information about all of the books in the Ancient Rome Library is included on the Book 
Summaries page of the Compact Library. 

Historical Divisions – This section of the Study Guide provides much of the reference 
material we have amassed about Ancient Rome organized by historical era. It begins with 
an overview of Ancient Rome which briefly discusses how the Romans influenced Western 
Civilization, and breaks the history of Rome into several logical divisions. Not all of the divisions 
are of equal length and importance, but they provide a useful manner of organizing the available 
information. 

Each historical era begins with a short summary of the important historical events of the 
period. These summaries are not intended as a substitute for reading more thorough histories, 
but rather as a quick review of the major points. Students who have read several comprehensive 
histories should be familiar with most of the incidents listed. For students who have not yet 
mastered the material, suggested reading assignments that pertain directly to each era are given.

Historical and Outline Maps – This section of the Study Guide includes historical 
maps as well as reproducible outline maps and relevant geography terms. The historical maps 
can be used for reference and the outline maps can be used either to learn geography terms or to 
create reference maps.  

Accountability Forms – Students who are using the Heritage Classical Curriculum are 
expected to keep track of the amount of history reading they do each week and the books they 
have read over the course of a term. These reproducible forms aid with student accountability 
and can be included in a history binder for these purposes. 
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Several appendices can be added to the Study Guide if their contents are of interest to 
particular students. 

Curriculum User Guide – This Guide is intended for first time users of the Heritage 
Curriculum. It provides insight into the learning philosophy of the Heritage Curriculum as 
well as practical guidelines for its use. The Heritage program advocates an independent study 
method of learning history, but recognizes that some sort of accountability is required. Methods 
of assuring students are learning the basics, while giving them flexibility to pursue their own 
interests are the key strategies discussed. 

Electronic Text User Guide – The Heritage Ancient Rome Library includes e-book and 
printable versions of every book. The Heritage e-book versions can be uploaded directly to most 
e-readers without any additional fees or purchase, and the method for doing so is documented 
in the Electronic Text User Guide. Users of the Heritage Curriculum who haven’t yet purchased 
an e-reader can learn more about their options, and advice is also provided for those who desire 
to print and bind their own books. 

Like the Curriculum User Guide, the Electronic Text User Guide is useful primarily to 
new users of the Heritage Classical Curriculum, but anyone who is not already familiar with 
the whole range of modern technologies available for reading and printing electronic texts may 
benefit from reading this guide.

Ancient Rome Battle Dictionary – Some students (mainly boys) are extremely interested 
in ancient warfare, while others (mainly girls), have very little interest in the subject. Because the 
information in our battle dictionary is of special interest only to some students, we recommend 
publishing it and including it your student’s history binder only if he shows a particular interest 
in military matters. 

Personalized Additions – In addition to these special interest supplements, students, 
parents or instructors are encouraged to add any information to a student’s study guide that he 
or she might find interesting.  This can include, among other things, additional maps, favorite 
images, information about historical landmarks, vocabulary words, a glossary of Roman terms, 
reports, articles, review exercises, drawings, favorite short stories, poems, or any other material 
that pertains to Ancient Rome. 

Any student that takes an interest in Ancient Rome and keeps his eyes open for interesting 
information will undoubtedly come across material worth preserving. Your student’s history 
notebook can start off the year as a Study Guide, and end the year as an anthology. 
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How to uSe tHiS Study Guide

As emphasized earlier, the Heritage Classical Curriculum is primarily a reading-based 
program. Some students, especially younger ones, do enjoy learning activities as well as reading, 
but the primary purpose of having a printed Study Guide is not to accommodate activities but 
to complement the reading itself. 

Visual Learning – Many of the resources provided in the Ancient Rome Study Guide 
are intended to help students visualize their subjects. Most students form detailed pictures of 
striking incidents in their mind while they read, and visual aids such as timelines, maps, and 
favorite illustrations help stimulate their imagination.  A student will do a better job of visualizing 
the Punic War if he has studied the location of the major battle sites on a map and seen pictures 
of Roman warfare. 

It is frequently worthwhile to have students review historical maps either before or 
after they tackle a reading assignment. If younger students are reading about the Roman hero 
Camillus, they should find the location of Veii on one of the historical maps.  If older Alexander 
the Great cutting the Gordian Knot, they should locate Phrygia. The Study Guide includes at 
least ten historical maps, but many more are available in the Ancient Rome Compact Library, 
and can be printed and added to the Study Guide if desired. 

The Ancient Rome Compact Library also includes hundreds of historical images that 
could be of interest to individual students. There are far too many to include in the printable 
Study Guide, but individual students can review the Images directory and print a few favorites. 
Students enjoy personalizing their notebooks by adding favorite illustrations, and they can even 
use their favorite images or map to design a custom notebook cover. 

Historical Framework – A secondary purpose of the Study Guide is to provide a 
framework for understanding the comprehensive histories that all students are assigned to read. 
Most histories written for students start at the beginning of a civilization and move on towards 
the end, covering dozens of characters and events. The Ancient Rome Study Guide breaks each 
civilization up into a number of historical divisions and then identifies dates, characters, and 
events as belonging to one particular era. These divisions help students organize characters and 
incidents into meaningful categories. 

Historical dates, in particular, are most meaningful when remembered in context of a 
particular era. For this reason all of the timelines in the Ancient Rome Study Guide are based on 
eras. It is too much to expect that students will remember the exact dates of dozens of individual 
incidents, but remembering the overall dates associated with major eras is not particularly 
difficult. Specifically, if students remember the following sequence: Kingdom of Rome (753-510 
BC), Early Republic (510-275 BC), Punic Wars (275-146 BC), Decline of Republic (146-44 BC), 
Early Empire (44 BC-180 AD), Fall of the West (180-476 AD); they will have an essential outline 
of the major divisions of Ancient Rome.  
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Many Roman histories are organized along these lines, but they are not defined explicitly, 
and there is some variation. Because the Ancient Rome Classical Curriculum uses many books, 
each with slightly different emphases, it is helpful for students to have a master framework within 
which all books can be considered. There is even a Recommended Reading section associated with 
every historical division that explicitly identifies the range of chapters in each history book that 
pertain to each era. Students naturally remember things better when they can easily categorize 
them, so emphasizing the historical divisions throughout their studies will help them associate 
characters and events with specific eras and will naturally enhance retention.

It is important to point out, however, that the historical eras for each civilization were 
designed to be thorough rather than to direct the studies of individual students. Roman histories 
written for younger students typically focus heavily on hero stories from the most romantic 
periods of Roman history (Early Republic) and end soon after the age of Augustus Caesar (Early 
Empire). Some briefly cover Imperial history, but many histories for younger students have very 
little information on the subject. The historical divisions are useful and older students should be 
at least somewhat familiar with all of them, but it is perfectly acceptable for young students to 
focus on the most accessible periods of Roman history and skip some of the divisions altogether. 

Review – Each historical division includes a short summary of the main events that 
occur during the era. These summaries are meant for review rather than initial study. Students 
retain information best when they learn about incidents in the context of great stories of history 
rather than memorizing facts from condensed texts.  Nevertheless, once they have read longer 
versions of the stories, short reviews can be useful.

The character lists and timelines associated with each era are also useful for review. 
Instructors who would like to create games or activities to review such information with students 
can base some of their questions on these resources.  Those who are working with younger 
students, however, should bear in mind that era summaries, character lists, and timelines include 
much more information than younger students are likely to retain, so they should be simplified 
accordingly. 

Reading Selections – The first section of the Study Guide provides a complete list of 
all of the books in the Ancient Rome Library, with information including author, title, size and 
reading level. A short synopsis of about a third of the books is given in the Study Guide, and 
more information about all of the books in the Ancient Rome collection is available on the 
Compact Library. Since the book summaries and the complete text of the entire Ancient Rome 
Library is available to browse in the Compact Library environment, students may want to make 
reading selections while perusing the Compact Library rather than from the limited information 
in the Study Guide.
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Nevertheless, the Recommended Reading section of the Study Guide helps keep the 
whole selection of books foremost in the minds of students so they become familiar with titles 
and authors. This is of considerable benefit, since it piques students’ curiosity. Students are far 
more likely to read books that they have heard of by authors they are familiar with than they are 
to take an interest in a completely unknown entity.  

Accountability – One of the most important purpose of keeping a history notebooks is 
for student accountability. The last section of the Study Guide includes reproducible forms that 
help students track the hours they spend reading history. Even students who are good readers 
and who show a real interest in history need to be held accountable, and recording their weekly 
reading selections is an excellent way to make sure they are keeping up with their reading goals. 

Personalize History – The last tip for using the Heritage Study Guide is simply to 
encourage your student to add any information about Ancient Rome to his history notebook 
that he finds to be of interest. This may include assignments, such as written reports or projects, 
or it might be information that he found on the internet or in some picture book that was of 
particular interest. It might be pictures, diagrams or drawings that he cut from a magazine or 
made himself, or it could be short stories, poems, or articles. 

Some students who have artistic flair might make a scrapbook out of their history 
notebook, while others might simply stuff valuable Greek artifacts into the back pocket of their 
folder. Some might collect a great many items, and some very few. Some instructors will want 
to organize structured projects and activities and some will refuse to do anything of the kind. In 
short, if your student has a particular interest or a flair for a certain type of activity, encourage it. 
If they don’t, nothing is essential but keeping students’ interest alive. 

The key to enjoying history is simple enough. Encourage students to read books they are 
interested in and pursue projects that engage them. Nothing essential in history can be learned 
by force or by drudgery. Don’t let busy work or regurgitation spoil a field so rich in human 
drama. The goal of a real history education is not to instill facts, but to inspire interest. Have fun!

8
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Recommended ReAdinG

The books that form the basis of the Ancient Rome Classical Curriculum are extraordinarily 
good. All were written by first-rate classical scholars who loved their subjects and understood 
how to introduce students to the delights of classical history. Alfred J. Church, Jacob Abbott, 
Mary Macgregor, and W. H. Weston are just a few of the exceptional authors who contributed 
to the Ancient Rome collection, and one would be hard pressed to find classical scholars of equal 
talent in today’s education system.  

One of the delightful things about Roman History is that it appeals strongly to students 
of a variety of ages. The romantic stories of the early Romans, such as Horatio and Cincinnatus, 
are especially interesting to grammar school age students. The gripping tales of the Punic Wars, 
and the intense drama of the age of Julius Caesar are appealing to middle school students, and 
older students are likely to reflect on the disturbing similarities between the decadent excesses of 
the late empire and our own age.  

Roman history is an excellent place to start teaching younger students about the rise of 
Western civilization, but it never ceases to fascinate and is just as entertaining for grandparents 
as it is for grade-schoolers. Older students and even adults should continue to return to the 
Romans for inspiration and enjoyment. Every book in the Ancient Rome Classical Library is 
worth reading, so if your student is not ready for the more advanced classics, let them enjoy the 
introductory books now and return to the more sophisticated classics later when they are better 
prepared. 

Better yet, read some of these books yourself. They are just as enjoyable for mature adults 
as for younger students. The great stories of Ancient Rome have entertained and inspired western 
scholars from the Imperial age to the present day, and are of special interest to students who 
would like to rediscover the roots of Western Civilization. They have been “out of vogue” for 
several generations, so parents and grandparents as well as youth can benefit from their lessons.

The following reading lists include the names, authors, length and reading level of each 
book in the Heritage Ancient Rome Library. Short summaries of the core reading selections 
are included in the following lists, but synopses of all other books can be found on the Book 
Summaries page of the Ancient Rome Compact Library. 
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tHe Ancient Rome libRARy

All of the titles included in the Ancient Rome Library are listed below. The number to the right 
indicates how many (single sided) sheets of paper the complete book takes to print on letter size (8 
½ x 11) paper. This corresponds to about half the number of pages in the original books. 

Comprehensive History level pages
Famous Men of Rome  by John Haaren Beg. 93 
The Story of the Romans  by Helene Guerber Beg. 115 
Stories from Roman History  by Lena Dalkeith Beg. 37 
The Story of Rome  by Mary Macgregor Int. 201 
Stories from Ancient Rome  by Alfred J. Church Int. 37 
Story of the Roman People  by Eva March Tappan Int. 109 
The City of the Seven Hills  by Samuel B. Harding Int. 116 
On the Shore of the Great Sea  by M. B. Synge Int. 74 
Historical Tales: Roman  by Charles Morris Adv. 131 
Stories from Livy  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 75 
The Story of Rome  by Arthur Gilman Adv. 122
The Story of Carthage  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 108
The Byzantine Empire  by C. W. C. Oman Adv. 133
The Story of the Goths  by Henry Bradley Adv. 144

Social History level pages
Peeps at Many Lands: Ancient Rome  by James Baikie Adv. 47
Stories in Stone from the Roman Forum  by Isabel Lovell Int. 76 
Roman Life in the Days of Cicero  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 78 
Pictures from Roman Life and Story  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 107 

Military History level pages
Fall of Jerusalem (from Josephus)  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 47 
Helmet and Spear  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 112 
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Christian Antiquity level pages
Christian Antiquity  by Sisters of Notre Dame Int. 47 
Stories of Saints and Martyrs  by Jetta S. Wolff Int. 62
The Early Church  by George Hodges Adv. 105 
The Jews Under Roman Rule  by W. D. Morrison Adv. 143

Legends level pages
Kingdom of Jupiter, Gods and Heroes  by R.E. Francillon Beg. 98 
The Aeneid  by Alfred J. Church Int. 59 

Biography level pages
Old World Hero Stories  by Eva March Tappan Beg. 58 
Children's Plutarch: Tales of the Romans  by F. J. Gould Beg. 69 
Plutarch's Lives  by W. H. Weston Int. 167
Augustus  by Rene Francis Int. 56 
Julius Caesar  by Ada Russell Int. 74
Herman and Thusnelda  by George P. Upton Int. 41 
Our Young Folk's Plutarch  by Rosalie Kaufman Adv. 259 
Romulus  by Jacob Abbott Adv. 80 
Hannibal  by Jacob Abbott Adv. 78 
Julius Caesar  by Jacob Abbott Adv. 72 
Cleopatra  by Jacob Abbott Adv. 84 
Nero  by Jacob Abbott Adv. 82 

Historical Fiction level pages
Our Little Roman Cousin of Long Ago  by J. D. Cowles Beg. 37 
Our Little Carthaginian Cousin of Long Ago  by C. V. Winlow Beg. 36 
Lords of the World  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 131 
Adventures of a Roman Boy  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 137 
The Burning of Rome  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 115 
To the Lions  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 70 
Crown of Pine  by Alfred J. Church Adv. 92 
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younG ReAdeRS’ coRe SelectionS

These selections are engaging and easy-to-read for elementary school students. They stick to 
basic stories of Roman history, and emphasize the most romantic events and characters of early Rome. 

Famous Men of Rome  by John Haaren
Biographical sketches of thirty of the most prominent characters in Roman history, from 
legendary times to the fall of the Western Empire. It begins with the legends of the Kingdom 
of Rome and then follows prominent Roman from the days of the Early Republic to the age 
of Constantine the Great. This book is from the Famous Men Series by John Haaren and A. 
P. Poland, and is very popular with homeschoolers.

Story of the Romans  by Helene Guerber
This book covers the history of Rome from the legend of Romulus to the closing days of 
the western empire. Short, accessible chapters tell important stories from Roman history 
in simple prose, written at 6th grade level, but understandable to even younger readers. An 
excellent first introduction to Roman history for grammar school students..

Stories from Roman History  by Lena Dalkeith
A dozen short, and nicely illustrated stories from Roman history, written for elementary 
school children. Its subjects are many of the most famous men in Roman history, from 
Romulus to Caesar. Only a third the size of most comprehensive histories, it nevertheless 
covers many of the most romantic incident of Republican Rome.
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inteRmediAte coRe SelectionS

These selections cover much of the same material as those recommended for beginners, but are 
more appropriate for middle school age students. They provide a more sophisticated introduction to 
Roman history, but are still story-based and accessible to students with a wide range of abilities. 

Story of Rome   by Mary Macgregor 
This history of Rome is filled with exciting stories from the most Romantic periods of 
Roman history, although it focuses more on the Kingdom and Republican eras than on the 
Imperial age. This history of Rome is accessible and well organized, and it is considerably 
more detailed than Guerber's. Because of its length, we do not recommend it for 6th grade 
or younger, but it is an excellent reference, thoroughly engaging, and a good candidate for a 
middle school student's first foray into Roman history.

City of the Seven Hills  by Samuel Harding
This intermediate historical reader from the Lake History series covers the history of 
Republican Rome in clear, accessible prose. It is considerably shorter than Macgregor's 
history, and tells fewer stories in more detail, but provides a clear and thorough review of the 
major events of Roman history. Outlines of each chapter are provided for review.

Aeneid for Boys and Girls  by Alfred J. Church
This version of Vigil's great epic is re-written for young people, but retains a great deal of the 
romance and drama of the original. The adventures of Aeneas on his wanderings from Troy 
to various Greek isles, to Carthage, and finally to his his eventual home in Italy among the 
Latins is vividly retold, but so combat intensive, it is likely to appeal mainly to students who 
appreciate martial drama.

Julius Caesar   by Ada Russell 
The life of Julius Caesar spans one of the most fascinating and important periods in all of 
Ancient history, and this book does an excellent job of bringing all the characters of the age 
to life. The first century B.C. saw the collapse of a corrupt republic, a number of savage civil 
wars, and the rise of a relatively benign tyranny under Caesar. The book devotes just enough 
attention to the political dramas of the time to give intermediate students some idea of the 
vicious politicking of the era, without being tiring.

Plutarch’s Lives   by W. H. Weston 
This is our favorite rendition of Plutarch's Lives. Instead of including all fifty biographies, 
Weston focuses only on twelve of Plutarch's most famous subjects. His work is therefore able 
to retain a great deal more of the character of Plutarch's original narrative than more highly 
condensed versions. Since Plutarch was a moral philosopher as well as a biographer, retaining 
the tone and dialogue of the original collection is key to understanding his contribution to 
Western thought. Plutarch’s complete lives run over a thousand pages. This is an excellent 
condensation.

13
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AdvAnced coRe SelectionS

These selections are meant to appeal to students who are already familiar with the basic stories of 
Greek History and would like a more in depth study. This course of study should prepare mature students 
to appreciate the classics if and when they do read them in college, and will give them a very respectable 
familiarity with the great works, even if they never take a college level class in Greek literature. 

Historical Tales - Roman   by Charles Morris 
Morris is a terrific author and these retellings of a few dozen vignettes from Roman history 
provide an excellent review for anyone whose Roman History needs an enjoyable refresher. 
Morris includes both famous and lesser known stories in his collection so even those who are 
familiar with introductory accounts will find plenty of new and entertaining material.

Hannibal, Nero   by Jacob Abbott 
These two biographies cover two of the most fascinating characters of Ancient Rome. This 
riveting story of Hannibal, the Carthaginian general who nearly conquered Rome, is told 
with as much interest as if it were an adventure novel. The book covers both the first and 
third Punic wars in order to provide an introduction and conclusion to the epic struggle of 
the Second Punic war. The story of Nero focuses not only on the scoundrel infamous for 
“fiddling while Rome burned”, but on all the scandals and tragedies of all of the degenerate 
later Caesars. A fascinating look into the court life of the early empire. 

Pictures from Roman Life and Story  by Alfred J. Church 
This book is especially valuable in that it provides vignettes of events and characters from 
the first 180 years of the imperial era. Many histories written for young people emphasize 
the republican era, and provide little insight into imperial Rome, but this one is full of 
anecdotes, not only of primary political characters, but of lesser known citizens. 

Helmet and Spear  by Alfred J. Church
This fascintating military history provides a review of some of the most important conflicts 
of Ancient times in an engaging manner, rich in detail. Six clashes between the Ancient 
civilizations and their barbarian neighbors are covered: the Persian invasion of Greece, the 
fight between Greece and Carthage for Sicily, the Macedonian invasion of Persia, the Punic 
Wars, Rome’s early encounters with Barbarian Celts and Germans, and Rome’s fall to the 
Barbarians.

 Augustus  by Rene Francis
This fascinating biography of Caesar Augustus does an excellent job of explaining the delicate 
transition between the era of the Roman republic and that of the Empire. Julius Caesar began 
to lay the foundation of the empire, but at the time of his death most Roman institutions 
had not yet been transformed. It was the genius of Augustus that enabled the Roman Empire 
to rise from the ashes of a degenerate republic to become the most powerful, and brilliantly 
organized empire the world had yet seen.
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SupplementAl ReAdinG SelectionS

We recommend that students who are studying Roman History for the first time read four or 
more selections from our supplemental reading list, in addition to their core material. All selections 
should be age and interest appropriate, but student can select their supplemental reading from any 
difficulty level. In addition to those listed below, core reading selections from above or below one’s 
reading level are highly recommended. Intermediate students, in particular, may enjoy some of the 
simplified classics recommended in the core reading selections for advanced readers. 

Beginner Titles Genre Historical Era
Stories from Roman History by Dalkeith History Kingdom, Republic
Kingdom of Jupiter by Francillon Legends Heroic Age
Our Little Roman Cousin by Cowles Fiction Decline of Republic
Our Little Carthaginian Cousin by Winlow Fiction Punic Wars
Old World Hero Stories by Tappan Biographies all
Children's Plutarch: Roman  by Gould Biographies all

Intermediate Titles Genre Historical Era
Story of the Roman People by Tappan History all 
Stories from Ancient Rome by Church History Kingdom, Republic
City of the Seven Hills by Harding History all 
On the Shores of the Great Sea by Synge History Kingdom, Republic 
The Burning of Rome by Church Fiction Early Empire 
To the Lions by Church Fiction Early Empire 
Herman and Thusnelda by Upton Biography Early Empire
Stories from the Roman Forum by Lovell Episodic all 

Advanced Titles Genre Historical Era
Romulus by Abbott Biography Kingdom 
Julius Caesar by Abbott Biography Decline of Republic
Cleopatra by Abbott Biography Decline of Republic 
The Story of Carthage by Church History Punic Wars 
The Story of Rome by Gilman History all
Stories from Livy by Church History Kingdom, Republic 
Roman Days of Cicero by Church Social History Decline of Republic 
Fall of Jerusalem (Josephus) by Church Military Early Empire 
Helmet and Spear by Church Military Punic, Decline, Fall 
Lucius – A Roman Boy by Church Fiction Decline of Greece 
Lords of the World by Church Fiction Punic Wars 

15
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HiStoRicAl eRAS of Ancient Rome

tHe RomAn foundAtion of weSteRn civilizAtion

The Roman civilization, which first arose over 2700 years ago in central Italy, is one 
of the longest lasting and most fascinating civilizations in human history. It is proper to give 
Ancient Greece the credit for establishing many of our most cherished western institutions, but 
it was Rome that assimilated these ideas and made them the permanent bedrock of Western 
culture. The Middle Ages are often considered to be an age of ignorance and superstition, but 
the Roman civilization that pre-dated it was astonishingly sophisticated and in many ways eerily 
similar to our own. The more one learns about Ancient Rome – its people, politics, problems, 
and achievements – the less remote and more relevant its civilization appears. 

Roman Law, Engineering, Commerce, and Justice – In addition to preserving and 
building upon Greek ideas of arts and literature, democracy, philosophy, theatre, and free speech, 
Rome made many of its own invaluable contributions to western civilization. Roman engineering 
of roads, aqueducts, canals, bridges, buildings, baths, sewer systems and fortifications was on a 
scale unprecedented in human history and after Rome fell, unmatched again for a thousand 
years. The Roman legal system and code of justice was developed so that Roman citizens in far 
flung provinces could be assured that they would be treated fairly and protected from arbitrary 
judgments. 

As the Roman Empire expanded and absorbed diverse societies it extended the benefits 
of Roman citizenship to leaders of the conquered territories so that they could govern on 
equal footing with native Romans. To some extent the ideas of promotion by merit and equal 
opportunity, while imperfectly applied, were advanced rather than discouraged by the Roman 
government in both its republican and imperial form. In terms of financial operations, accounting, 
taxation, and record keeping, the bureaucracy of the Roman Empire was far in advance of any 
contemporaneous culture. The Latin language evolved to become a universal language of trade 
and government throughout western Europe and was the basis for many modern European 
languages. The Roman legions that were created to protect the borders of Roman territory 
served not only as border guards, but as policemen and officers of public works. Finally, the Pax 
Romana, or Roman Peace allowed imperial civilization to flourish in terms of trade, commerce, 
arts, and engineering for hundreds of years without substantial interruption. Notwithstanding 
the numerous civil wars and border skirmishes of the Imperial age, the long-term peace and 
security afforded by the Roman government was unprecedented in human history. 
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The Roman Legacy – Rome was eventually over-run by barbarians, and the central 
government collapsed. But even after the fall of Rome, many of the ideas of Rome lived on. 
Most of the Germanic tribes who arose in the place of Rome sought to recreate a Roman style of 
government but were unable to succeed in their endeavors. The dream of a universal government 
that would keep the peace and administer justice fairly was sought after for centuries following 
the collapse of Rome, and the “Holy Roman Empire”, was at least a testimony to the ideals of 
the lost civilization. Most importantly for the survival of Roman culture, the Christian Church 
adopted many of the Roman habits of hierarchical order, record keeping, and canon law, and 
over time helped imbue mediaeval Europe with this legacy of Roman order and organization. 
At the time of the collapse of Rome, the Germanic territories of Europe were utterly uncivilized 
compared with the regions surrounding the Mediterranean and Asia, which had been civilized 
for millennium. Yet its Roman heritage helped raise Western Europe from a backward culture to 
the foremost position among world civilizations. 

The Roman Forum

The history of Rome begins in 753 B.C. when the city was founded by Romulus and 
Remus. The end of Roman history, however, is much harder to pinpoint, but is often given as 476 
A.D. when the last emperor of Rome surrendered Italy to the barbarian king Odoacer. During 
these twelve centuries, the Roman government evolved from a kingdom to a republic, and finally 
to an empire. Its territory grew from a single village in central Italy to the premier city in Italy, 
and finally incorporated much of Northern Africa, Western Europe, and all of the Middle East. 
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HiStoRicAl diviSionS

In order to better facilitate the study of Rome, we have broken Roman history into seven 
eras. The first corresponds to the Kingdom of Rome, and the final era covers the Byzantine, 
or Eastern Empire, which survived for nearly 1000 years after the fall of the Western Empire. 
The Republic and Empire phases each lasted for nearly 500 years and produced a great many 
interesting characters, events, and stories. Each of these phases is therefore divided into several 
eras, corresponding to their early, middle, and late periods. 

The Kingdom of Rome – According to Legend, Rome was founded in 752 B.C. by twin 
brothers who were descended from Aeneas, one of the heroes of the Trojan War. For over 200 
years it existed as a kingdom and during this time had only seven kings, each ruling for at least 
30 years. The years of the Roman Kingdom are rich in legend and involve several well-known 
episodes of Roman History. Among these are the story of the kidnapping of the Sabine Woman, 
and subsequent war with their fathers and brothers; the story of Servius Tullius and his unfaithful 
daughter, the story of the battle of the Horatii and Curatti, the story of the Sibylline Books and 
Tarquin, and finally, the rape of Lucretia. The Kingdom came to an end when King Tarquin 
Superbus was exiled from Rome, and the citizens declared Rome to be a republic.

The Roman Republic – The Republic of Rome was founded in 510 B.C. and lasted 
nearly 500 years until it finally collapsed during the lifetime of Julius Caesar. The Republic era 
is undoubtedly the most Romantic and interesting period of Roman history, and involves many 
of the most famous Roman heroes and villains. Horatius (who held the bridge), Cincinnatus, 
Coriolanus, Regulus, Hannibal, Scipio Africanus, Cato the censor, Polybius, Marius, Sulla, 
Spartacus, Cicero, and Julius Caesar are only a few of the characters of outstanding interest 
during this period of Roman history. Likewise, the wars and battles fought during the rise of 
Rome, and particularly the Punic Wars, are especially notable. 

Rome began its history as a Republic as little more than a village, surrounded by hostile 
enemies, and scarcely able to defend itself against its own exiled king. It finished as uncontested 
lord of the western Mediterranean and much of Western Europe. The secret of Rome’s success 
was its remarkable and resilient character, exemplified by a series of brave and virtuous heroes 
who led Rome through the worst of its struggles. In addition to the well-known military virtues 
of courage, loyalty, and valor, the Romans celebrated many other virtues in their citizens, 
including honesty, piety, dignity, mercy, frugality, prudence, industry, justice, and fair dealing. 
These virtues were promoted in Roman culture throughout its history, but most earnestly in the 
early years of the Republic. By the first century B.C. however, the conduct of many of Rome’s 
statesmen was no longer consistent with the old standard (to put it mildly). 
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The decline of the Roman Republic and the establishment of an empire in its place was 
not a sudden occurrence, but rather a gradual process. The territory controlled by Rome by 
the first century B.C. was simply too vast to be governed by a senate where accountability was 
dispersed, and luxury had dissipated the high standards of conduct once exhibited by Roman 
statesmen. The Civil War of Marius and Sulla, the first triumvirate, and finally the Caesarean 
Civil War broke down the old senatorial system beyond repair, and the Republican ideal of 
Roman government gave way to the Imperial Era. 

The Roman Empire – A great deal of the long term success of the Imperial Roman 
government over time was due to the reforms made during the early years of the empire, which 
divided the provinces between those controlled by the emperor, and those controlled by the 
Senate. This division of responsibility allowed the Senate to save face, by retaining control 
of the “peaceful” provinces, while the emperor controlled the troublesome provinces, where 
border wars or rebellions might be expected. In effect, this gave the emperor control of the vast 
majority of the legion, as well as 
control of most of the richest 
provinces. Another important 
factor for the long term survival 
of the Imperial government 
was the fact that for much of 
Rome’s history, competent and 
reasonably benevolent men were 
in control of the imperial throne. 
Nero, Caligula, Caracalla, and 
many other villainous scoundrels 
notwithstanding, the overall 
caliber of the Emperors of Rome 
was high for much of imperial 
history, and most Roman citizens 
were reasonably content without 
direct representation in imperial 
government as long as peace was kept, commerce was able to thrive, and taxes were not 
intolerable. Eventually, of course, a time came when capable leaders were needed to maintain 
order and none rose to the occasion. 

The cause of the collapse of the Western Empire is one of the most discussed topics in 
world history and provides many exceedingly relevant lessons to our modern world. Decadence, 
high taxes, uncontrolled immigration, declining marriage and fertility, poor political leadership, 
cynicism, and civilization exhaustion are only a few of the problems our civilization shares with 
that of its ancient forbearer. The lessons of the fall of Rome, however, are more appropriate for 
adults than for younger students, so most of the books in the Roman collection provide an 
overview of events and characters without much detail or commentary. 
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The Byzantine Empire – The history of Rome typically ends with the collapse of 
the western government because, although the Byzantine government in the east managed to 
persevere for hundreds of years, it lost the great part of its territory during the Moslem conquests 
of the 7th century, and was not of great political influence after that. Culturally, however, it 
played a very important role in preserving the traditions of Greek and Roman learning and 
of converting much of Eastern Europe to Christianity. Furthermore, the period between the 
collapse of the Western Empire to the Germans (476 A.D.), and the fall of much of the Eastern 
Empire to the Moslems (636 A.D.) is a particularly interesting period and there was briefly a time 
under Justinian the Great when it almost seemed as though it might have been possible to restore 
Rome’s lost fortunes. The histories of the Vandal Kingdom in Africa, the Ostrogoth Kingdom in 
Italy, and the Visigoth Kingdom in Hispania also belong to this period.  Most books written for 
younger students cover this period briefly or not at all, but in the interest of providing a complete 
history of Rome, we have provided timelines and other information about this era. 

HiStoRicAl eRAS of Ancient Rome

Era Dates Description
Kingdom of Rome  753-510 B.C. Reign of Romulus to the exile of Tarquin Superbus
Early Republic 510-275 B.C. Establishment of Republic to the Conquest of Italy
Punic Wars  274-146 B.C. First Punic War to the Destruction of Carthage
Decline of Republic  146-44 B.C. Age of the Gracchi to the Death of Julius Caesar
Early Empire 44 B.C.-180A.D. Second Triumvirate to  the Death of Marcus Aurelius
Fall of Western Empire 180-476 A.D. Reign of Commodus to the Fall of Western Empire
Byzantine Empire 476-1453 A.D. Fall of Western Empire to the Fall of Constantinople
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KinGdom of Rome – 753 to 510 b.c.
foundinG of Rome to tHe exile of KinG tARquin

 The founding of the kingdom of Rome is steeped in legends that add much romance 
and interest to the city that grew to be the capital of the western world. According to legend, 
the founder of Rome was Romulus, who was the son of Mars, and descended from Venus on his 
mother’s side. After a dramatic childhood, during which they were raised by humble shepherds, 
Romulus and his twin brother Remus discovered they were of royal descent and decided to 
found a city on the hill on which they spent their youth. In order to attract citizens to come 
and live in his city, Romulus declared Rome a sanctuary. Men in debt; slaves ill-treated by their 
masters, criminals on the lam, all were granted respectable citizenship and protected from their 
enemies. In this manner, Rome grew quickly. Romulus solved the problem of a severe shortage 
of women by kidnapping maidens from the surrounding villages. This, unsurprisingly, caused 
wars with many of Rome’s neighbors, most importantly the Sabines. The happy outcome of the 
War with the Sabines, however, proved to be the joining of the two nations into one. The Sabines 
were given one of the hills of Rome to settle, and after Romulus died, the well-respected Sabine 
philosopher, Numa Pompilius, became king. 

Numa’s reign was long and 
prosperous for Rome. The city had 
already established itself as a warlike 
nation, always ready to defend and 
expand its territory. Numa, however, 
sought peace with Rome’s neighbors and 
improved general piety and morals. He 
was responsible for creating the calendar, 
declaring early Roman holidays, and 
establishing worship customs, including 
the roles of priests and the vestal virgins. 
However, the king who followed Numa 
was the warlike Tullus Hostilius, who 
declared war on Alba and established 
Rome’s predominance over Alba as the 
foremost city in Latium. Hostilius was 
followed by Ancus Marcius, son of the 
peaceful Numa Pompilius, who like his 
father sought peace with the surrounding 
kingdoms. 

Ancus died in 616 B.C., and for 
the following century, the throne was held by the Tarquin family, who were not native Romans 
but rather of Greek and Etruscan heritage. The first two Tarquin kings, Tarquin the Elder, and 
Servius Tullius were worthy kings who did much good for the city. Under their reigns the swamp 

The Sibyl carried in her arm nine books
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in the center of Rome was drained and the Forum was built. They constructed many public 
building surrounding the Forum, which became the market-place and seat of city government. 
The Tarquins also built the Circus Maximus for chariot racing and sporting events, and Servius 
built the Servian wall, which encompassed all seven hills of Rome. Servius was known for passing 
laws that favored the poor, which made him unpopular with many of the wealthier citizens. He 
was ultimately murdered by his own daughter and her husband, a son of the Elder Tarquin. This 
younger Tarquin, known as Tarquin Superbus, or Tarquin the Proud, then seized the throne. 
After an oppressive reign of twenty-five years, he was exiled by a group of outraged citizens 
after his son was accused of assaulting Lucretia, a Roman noblewoman. The Tarquins fought to 
reclaim their throne for nearly fifteen years by making alliances with surrounding cities, but were 
finally defeated, and the government of Rome was left securely in the hands of the Senate. 

Recommended ReAdinGS – KinGdom of Rome

Book Title chaps Selected Chapters

Famous Men of Rome by Haaren   4   Romulus to Tarquins 
Story of Rome by Macgregor   21   Lady Roma to Death of Lucretia 

Story of the Romans by Guerber   21   First Settlers to Death of Lucretia 
Historical Tales - Roman by Morris   7   How Rome Was Founded to Lucretia 

Stories From Livy by Church   5   Romulus and Numa to Servius 
Story of Rome by Gilman   4   Once Upon a Time to How a King Fell 

Old World Hero Stories by Tappan   1    How Rome was Founded 
Stories from Ancient Rome by Church   1    The Beginnings of a State 
Story of the Roman People by Tappan   2    Legends of the Seven Kings 

City of the Seven Hills by Harding   4    Peninsula of Italy to Last of Kings
Children's Plutarch: Romans by Gould   2   Twins to What the Forest Lady Said 

Young Folks Plutarch by Kaufman   2   Romulus to Numa Pompilius 
Romulus by Abbott      all
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timeline – KinGdom of Rome

Year Event

753 Rome founded by Romulus and Remus, twin descendants of Aeneas.
715-674 Reign of Numa Pompilius (Updated calendar, established system of worship)
673-642 Reign of Tullus Hostilius (Conquest of Alba, Combat of Horatti and Curatii)
616-579 Reign of Tarquin the Elder  (Built sewer, circus, forum)
578-535 Reign of Servius Tullius begins after the murder of Tarquin the Elder 

    – Servian wall built around Rome.
    – Citizens organized into classes based on wealth

535-507 Tarquin Superbus murders Servius, his father-in-law, and assumes the throne. 
    – Sibyline books acquired from a Greek priestess.
    – War with Volscians, besieged city of Gabii.
    – Built temple of Jupiter on Capitoline hill. 

510 Death of Lucretia. Tarquin Superbus and family exiled from Rome.

cHARActeRS – KinGdom of Rome

Character Date BC Short Biography

Romulus 771–716 Legendary founder of the city of Rome, with brother Remus. 
Numa Pompilius died 674 Second King, instituted calendar, holidays, worship practices. 
Tullus Hostilius died 642 Third king, conquered Alba, made Rome greatest Latin city. 
Ancus Marcius died 617 Fourth king, conquered Latins, built Sublican Bridge. 

Tarquin the Elder died 559 Fifth king, built great sewer, circus, temple of Jupiter, forum. 
Servius Tullius died 535 Sixth king, built Servian Wall; helped plebians, murdered. 

Lucretia died 510 Virtuous Matron, killed herself after assault by son of Tarquin. 
Tarquin Superbus fl. 535 Killed Servius and usurped throne, eventually overthrown but 

tried to regain throne by force. 
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eARly Republic – 510 to 275 b.c.
eStAbliSHment of Republic to tHe conqueSt of itAly

The early years of the republic lasted from the overthrow of Tarquin Superbus in 510 
B.C. to the conquest of southern Italy in 275 B.C. During this time, Rome fought wars against 
the Gauls, Etruscans, Latins, and Samnites, eventually bringing all of Italy, from the Arno River 
north of Tuscany to the Grecian dominated southern coast, into an alliance with Rome at its 
head. It is from this vigorous period that many of Rome’s romantic legends and hero stories 
spring. The city of Rome was at this time still largely uninfluenced by eastern decadence and the 
corruptions of wealth; and the Republican virtues of courage, patriotism, and piety were at their 
peak. The most important historian of this era is Livy, and most of his writings pertaining to this 
period are still extant. 

Defeat of Tarquin 
and Porsena – The Republican 
government was composed 
of a group of three hundred 
senators. Each year, two 
consuls were selected, usually 
from among the senators, 
to administer the state and 
lead the army in times of 
war. By selecting two consuls 
and limiting their service to 
a single year, the Romans 
hoped to avoid the emergence 
of a single powerful tyrant. 
Junius Brutus and Publicola 
were early consuls and heroes 
of the republic. Their courageous leadership helped foster unity during the first rocky years, and 
both made great personal sacrifices for the good of the state. During these first few critical years, 
Rome’s enemies allied themselves with the exiled Tarquin Superbus and marched against Rome, 
with the object of restoring him to the throne. Horatius and Mucius Scaevola were both heroes 
of the war against Lars Porsena, an Etruscan general who was allied with Tarquin. After many 
years of struggle, the Tarquin’s family was finally defeated at the Battle of Regillus. 

Republican Heroes – Once the threat from Tarquin was resolved, Rome was still 
surrounded by enemies. Rome was a cosmopolitan town, with citizens from throughout Italy, 
but its primary population and language was Latin, and by the time of the republic Rome was the 
foremost city in Latium. It had not yet, however, established dominance over the surrounding 
tribes of Etruscans, Volscians, and Aequilians. Coriolanus and Cincinnatus were both patrician 
heroes of early wars against these enemies during the first century of the republic. The second 
century produced Camillus, an even greater hero. In addition to conquering Rome’s perennial 
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enemy, Veii, he reorganized the army into its famous legions and was instrumental in rebuilding 
Rome after it was Gallic Invasion of Italy in 390 B.C. The Gauls were a tribe of war-like barbarians 
from the north, who threatened Rome for the next three centuries. Their first encounter at the 
disastrous Battle of Allia, which resulted in the sack of the city, was long remembered as the worst 
defeat in Roman history. The year 390 B.C. marked that last time that the city of Rome was 
invaded by barbarians for 800 years. 

In addition to the on-going wars with its Italian neighbors, Rome needed to resolve 
several internal disturbances that threatened it during the early years. From the beginning of 
the Republic, there was continual strife between the patrician class, who held all of the political 
power, and the plebeians, who were far more numerous, but without a hand in government. The 
trouble between them was resolved after a peaceful “walk-out” by the plebeians during one of 
Rome’s wars. The patricians, led by Menenius, submitted to the idea of establishing a tribune  to 
represent the interests of the plebeians. Eventually, there were six tribunes, elected from among 
the plebeians, who had the power to veto all legislations proposed by the patrician senate. 

Decemvirs – In 452 BC, ten Decemvirs  were selected to write and promulgate the 
laws of Rome. Their leader was Appius Claudius, but he abused his power and tried to enslave 
Virginia, resulting in the overthrow of the Decemvirs. However, the laws of Rome written on the 
twelve tables did become the foundation of Roman jurisprudence. 

More Republican Heroes – By time the republic was 200 years old, its armies had 
acquired a reputation for bravery and discipline thanks to the notable deeds of such heroes as 
Marcus Curtius, Valerius Corvus, Decius Mus, and Manlius Torquatus. The latter were heroes of 
the Latin and Wars, which dominated the period 340 to 290 B.C. Caius Pontius was a Samnite 
general who trapped the Roman army but did not use his victory wisely and was eventually 
defeated. Fabius was the hero of the Battle of Sentium, which was a decisive victory for the 
Romans over the Samnites and brought the Samnite wars, which had lasted for nearly fifty years, 
to a close. 

The last unsubdued region of Italy was the southern coast, called Magna Graecia, (Greater 
Greece) because it was populated with Greek colonies. In 280 B.C. the city of Tarentine brought 
in Pyrrhus, the most famous general of the age, to oppose the Romans. Though he met with early 
success, at the Battles of Heraclea and Asculum, his fortune turned for the worse at the Battles of 
Beneventum and the Pyrrhic Wars in Italy ended in victory for Rome. 
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 timeline – eARly Republic

Year BC Event

510 Last king of Rome, Tarquin Superbus, is expelled; Roman republic founded.
510-496 Wars against Tarquin and his allies.

508  – Horatius repels the army of Lars Porsena at the Battle of Sublican Bridge.
496  – Final defeat of Tarquin at the Battle of Lake Regillus.
494 Office of the tribune is established to protect plebian rights.

495-455 Wars against Oscii – Famous wars against Oscii, Aequii, and Volscii.
491  – Coriolanus is sent into exile but returns with an army to threaten Rome.
458  – Cincinnatus rescues a Roman army caught in a trap.
451 Laws of the twelve tablets created; Virginia is killed to save her from a tyrant. 
443 Censorship established.
396 War against Veii – Romans conquer Veii, the foremost Etruscan city.
390  Gallic Invasion of Rome – Battle of Allia, Gauls invade and sack Rome.

343-341  First Samnite War – Etruria and Campania annexed to Rome.
326-304  Second Samnite War – Roman humiliation at Battle of Caudine Forks.

312  Via Appia – famous Roman road started.
312  Aqueduct building project started.

298-290  Third Samnite War – Roman victory at the Battle of Sentium.
280-275  Pyrrhic Wars in Italy – First encounter between Greek and Roman armies.

269  First Roman coins minted.
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Recommended ReAdinGS – eARly Republic

Book Title chaps Selected Chapters

Famous Men of Rome by Haaren   9 Junius Brutus to Appius Claudius 
Story of Rome by Macgregor   29 Sons of Brutus to Pyrrhus Is Defeated 

Story of the Romans by Guerber   20 Stern Father to Elephants Routed 
Historical Tales - Roman by Morris   11 Horatius Kept Bridge to Caudine Forks 

Stories From Livy by Church   13 Brutus to Passes of Caudium 
Story of Rome by Gilman   4 Roman Runnymede to Overcomes Neighbors 

Old World Hero Stories by Tappan   1 Cincinnatus, the Man from the Plough 
Stories from Ancient Rome by Church   1 Life and Death Struggle to Mater of Strategy 

City of the Seven Hills by Harding   13 War with Lars Porsena to War with Pyrrhus 
Story of the Roman People by Tappan   4 Attempts of Tarquin to Romans of Republic 

Plutarch’s Lives by Weston   1 Coriolanus 
Children's Plutarch: Romans by Gould   4 Romans Bore Pain to Woman Saved Rome 

Young Folks Plutarch by Kaufman   2 Publicola to Caius Marcius Coriolanus 
Young Folks Plutarch by Kaufman   1 Camillus 
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cHARActeRS – eARly Republic

Character BC Short Biography

Lars Porsena fl. 508 Etruscan king, and supporter of the Tarquins who raised an 
army to march against Rome. 

Junius Brutus died 509 Consul of Rome; executed sons for plotting against republic. 
Publicola died 508 Consul of Rome during the wars with Porsena. 
Horatius 535–509 Hero who held the Sublican Bridge against Porsena's army. 

Mucius Scaevola 535–509 Hero who burned his right hand to defy Porsena. 
Menenius fl. 503 Roman noble who negotiated with the plebeians after their 

walk-out during a war. 
Coriolanus 500–450 Roman hero, provoked by the mob to turn against Rome. 

Convinced by his mother to spare Rome from destruction. 
Cincinnatus 519–439 Called to be dictator when Roman army was trapped. Saved 

them, and then returned to his farm. 
Appius Claudius died 452 Law giver who usurped power, tried to enslave Virginia. 

Virginia died 451 Heroine slain by her father to rescue her from slavery. 
Camillus 446–365 Great military leader; conquered Veii, saved Rome from 

Gauls, organized legions. 
Marcus Manlius died 384 Defended the capitol from the Gauls. 

Brennus died 390 Leader of the Gauls who sacked Rome in 390 B.C. 
Marcus Curtius died 362 Rode horse into a large chasm in Roman market-place. 
Valerius Corvus 370–270 Defeated gigantic Gaul in one-on-one combat; lived to 100. 

Manlius Torquatus died 384 Consul who slew his son for a minor disobedience. 
Fabius Maximus died 291 Hero of Battle of Sentinum, against the Gauls and Samnites. 

Caius Pontius fl. 321 Samnite general who captured the Romans at Caudium. 
Appius Claudius 340–273 Consul who built the first aqueduct, public buildings, and 

"Appian Way", the great Roman road to Capua. 
Pyrrhus 318–272 Renowned general, won victories in Macedon, Italy, and 

Greece, but failed to follow up victories. 
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punic And wARS – b.c. 274  to 146 
fiRSt punic wAR to deStRuction of cARtHAGe

The Punic Wars, which raged between the city of Carthage and Rome for over a century, 
were so named because the Carthaginians were of the Phoenician (or Punic) race. There were 
three Punic Wars, but the second was by far the most critical. The first Punic War lasted 24 
years, involved many skirmishes, and was won primarily by perseverance. Rome gained a small 
amount of Carthaginian territory but never achieved a decisive victory. Carthage capitulated as 
much because of internal troubles as due to pressure from Rome. However, this war did much 
to establish Rome as a naval power. The best known Roman hero of the first Punic War was 
Regulus, and the best known Carthaginian heroes were Xanthippus and Hamilcar. 

The second Punic War was 
a great catastrophe for Rome and 
all of Italy. The early part of the war 
was fought entirely on Italian soil at 
great cost to Rome and its allies. The 
Battle of Cannae was the worst loss in 
Roman history, yet it was only one of 
several disastrous defeats inflicted on 
Rome by its implacable Carthaginian 
foes. Eventually the tide of war turned 
when Rome attacked Carthaginian 
strongholds in Spain and Africa. Again, 
perseverance through great difficulties 
changed the fortunes of Rome from 
great peril to ultimate victory. This 
time Rome continued the fight until it 
won a decisive victory against Carthage 
and eliminated its threat as a military 
power. The outstanding character of 
the Second Punic War was undoubtedly 
the Carthaginian Hannibal, who is 
universally acknowledged as one of the 
greatest generals in all history. Some of 
the Roman generals who opposed him 
over the years included Cornelius Scipio, Fabius Maximus, Aemilius Paulus, Varro, and Marcellus, 
but it was Scipio Africanus, who drove Hannibal out of Italy, defeated him on Carthaginian soil, 
and brought the bloody war to a final close. 

“We are beaten, O Romans, in a great battle, 
our army is destroyed.”
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The third Punic War was fought purely for the purpose of destroying Carthage altogether. 
Having eliminated Carthage as a military threat, Rome desired to exterminate it, partly out of 
vengeance, partly out of envy from its continuing commercial success, and partly out of contempt 
for its culture (which did involve some heinous elements, such as human sacrifice.) The most 
notable characters of the third Punic War was Scipio Aemilanus, of Rome, and the Carthaginian 
Hasdrubal. Name duplication is a problem throughout Roman history, but nowhere is it quite 
as confusing as during the Punic Wars. There were at least five Carthaginian generals throughout 
the Punic Wars named Hasdrubal, just as there were at least four Roman generals named Scipio. 

The Roman Macedonian Wars in the east were not as protracted or ruinous as the Punic 
Wars, but resulted in territory and plunder for the Romans. The Romans valued many elements 
of Greek civilization, unlike the Carthaginian civilization, which they hated. Therefore, they 
preserved or imitated much of Greek culture rather than destroying it. Captured Greeks were 
the most valuable of all slaves and were frequently employed as teachers, tutors, or household 
servants rather than laborers. The first Macedonian War was fought during the second Punic 
War, after king Philip V of Macedonia took advantage of the disruptions in Italy to seize some 
contested territory on the North Adriatic. The two subsequent Macedonian Wars were fought 
between the second and third Punic Wars, and resulted in a great deal of wealth and plunder, 
which helped to re-invigorate Rome after its losses in the second Punic War. The Battle of Pydna 
in 168 B.C. destroyed the power of the Macedonian kingdom in Greece, and the subsequent 
destruction of Corinth, following a rebellion of some Greek city states, ushered in the Greco-
Roman era. The most important Roman generals of the Macedonian War era were Flamininus, 
and Aemilius Paulus. 

The famous characters of the Punic War era were almost invariably military leaders. 
Polybius, a Greek writer who wrote the histories of the Punic Wars, and Cato the Censor, who 
ardently resisted the extravagance and luxury that went along with the increasing influence of 
Greek culture in Rome, are two of the only characters of this age who are famous primarily 
for their cultural contributions. In fact, Rome’s culture did undergo a great change during this 
period, partly due to the dislocations of war, but partly due to the increasing influence of Greek 
learning and sophistication. 
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timeline – punic wARS

Year BC Event

264-241 First Punic War.
260  – Roman naval victory at Battle of Mylae.
255   – Defeat and capture of Regulus at Battle of Bagrades.
250  – Regulus defies Carthage and is murdered

218-201 Second Punic War
218  – Hannibal sacks Saguntum, crosses, alps, wins Battle of Trebbia.
217  – Hannibal controls Northern Italy, wins Battle at Lake Trasimene.
216  – Low point: Roman disaster at Battle of Cannae.
212  – Death of Archimedes at the Battle of Syracuse.
209  – Romans conquer Nova Carthago, take control of Spain.
207  – Hasdrubal Barca killed at the Battle of Metaurus River.
202  – Carthage decisively defeated by Scipio Africanus at Battle of Zama.

214-205  First Macedonian War.
200-196  Second Macedonian War – Roman victory at Battle of Cynoscephalae.

190  Antiochus III of Syria defeated at Magnesia.
168  Third Macedonian War – Roman victory at Battle of Pydna.

149-146  Third Punic War – Carthage destroyed
146  Rome destroys Corinth, dominates Greece.
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Recommended ReAdinGS – punic wARS

Book Title chaps Selected Chapters

Famous Men of Rome by Haaren 3 Regulus to Cato the Censor 
Story of Rome by Macgregor 28 Romans Build Fleet to Destroy Carthage    

Story of the Romans by Guerber 7 Ancient Ships to Destruction of Carthage 
Historical Tales - Roman by Morris 5 Fate of Regulus to Fate of Carthage 

Story of Rome by Gilman 2 African Sirocco to Wars and Conquests 
Story of Carthage by Church 16 War in Sicily to Fall of Carthage 

Stories from Ancient Rome by Church 3 Beginnings of Empire to Critical Struggle 
Old World Hero Stories by Tappan 1 Hannibal, Who Fought Against Rome 

 Story of the Roman People by Tappan 2 Rome conquers Carthage to Capital of World  
City of Seven Hills by Harding 3 Rome and Carthage to Rome Conquers World

Children's Plutarch: Romans by Gould 5 Man Who Waited to Cato the Stern 
Young Folks Plutarch by Kaufman 6 Fabius to Aemilius Paulus 

Hannibal by Abbott   all
Lords of the World by Church   all
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cHARActeRS – punic wARS

Character Dates BC Short Biography

Regulus 300–250 Captured by Carthage in first Punic war; urged Rome keep 
fighting at cost of his own life. 

Xanthippus fl. 255 Spartan mercenary general in first Punic War; captured 
Regulus, led Carthage to victories. 

Hamilcar died 229 Carthage's most able general in first Punic War; father of 
Hannibal. 

Hannibal 247–182 Carthaginian general, invaded and laid waste to Italy for 
sixteen years. 

Fabius  Cunctator 250–203 Elected dictator to resist Hannibal; counseled delay, not direct 
assault. 

Cornelius Scipio died 211 Tried to intercept Hannibal in Gaul, but was defeated at 
Ticino River and Trebbia. 

Aemilius Paulus died 216 Consul at the Battle of Cannae; opposed the confrontation, 
but died on battlefield. 

Varro fl. 216 Led Rome to disastrous defeat at Cannae. Survived and tried 
to rally the troops. 

Marcellus 268–208 Besieged Syracuse during the second Punic War, but the 
ingenious war weapons of Archimedes frustrated the Romans. 

Hasdrubal Barca died 207 Brother of Hannibal. Fought against Scipios in Spain; killed 
after he crossed the Alps to aid Hannibal. 

Masinissa 238–148 King of Numidia, allied with Rome against Carthage; fought 
at Zama. 

Scipio Africanus 234–149 Roman hero of second Punic War. Led armies in Spain and 
Africa. Defeated Hannibal at Zama. 

Cato (the censor) 234–149 Roman censor. Brought Spain under Roman subjection after 
second Punic war. Then urged destruction of Carthage itself. 

Scipio Aemilius 185–129 Led the siege of Carthage during the third Punic War. 
Flamininus 230–175 Led Rome against Philip V in second Macedonian War. 

Polybius 203–120 Taken as a Greek hostage from Macedonian wars. Sent with 
the Roman army to Carthage and became historian of Punic 
Wars. 

Aemilius Paulus 229–160 Led Rome to victory against Macedonia at the Battle of Pydna. 
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decline of Republic – 146 B.C. to 44 B.C.
AGe of GRAccHi to deAtH of cAeSAR

Only one hundred years passed from Rome’s devastating triumph over both Carthage 
and Macedonia to the end of the Roman Republic. The fall of Carthage and Corinth occurred 
in 146 B.C. The fall of the Republic was not a specific event, but rather a transition from an 
oligarchical form of government to a military dictatorship. One could say the end of the republic 
occurred when Julius Caesar crossed the Rubicon and began the Caesarean Civil War or that it 
perished at the Battle of Philippi, which occurred after Caesar’s death, but at any rate Caesar was 
the pivotal figure in the transition. His assassination in 44 B.C., which accelerated rather than 
halted the trend toward dictatorship, is therefore sometimes held up as a landmark in Roman 
history, marking the boundary between republic and empire. 

The last century of the Roman 
Republic is one of the most eventful 
periods in Roman history and produced 
many of the best-known Roman statesmen: 
the Gracchii, Marius, Sulla, Pompey, 
Cicero, Cato the Younger, and of course, 
Julius Caesar. Unfortunately, many of 
these “events” were tragic and regrettable 
rather than glorious or laudable, as is often 
the case when a civilization goes from 
being frugal, patriotic, and industrious to 
wealthy, powerful, and sophisticated. The 
crises of the Roman republic were more 
due to internal corruption and infighting 
rather than reactions to outside enemies. 
There were several dangerous enemies 
that Rome dealt with during this period, 
including Jugurtha in Africa, Mithridates 
in the east, and the Cimbri and Teutonic 
barbarians in northern Italy. It was not 
these enemies, however, that caused the 
collapse of the republican government, but rather, Rome’s own vices. As a notorious enemy of 
Rome once said, on the occasion of his bribery-secured acquittal, “Rome is a city for sale, and 
doomed to perish as soon as it finds a purchaser!” 

The final century of the republic saw an increasingly bitter struggle between the 
aristocratic (republican or optimates) party, which controlled the senate, and the popular (Marian 
or populares) party, which insisted on greater influence for the masses. It is important to note, 
however, that both parties were led by wealthy, powerful, and often corrupt individuals, whose 
own interests lay in elevating themselves to political power. Both parties had the backing of 
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many poor and disenfranchised citizens, who often chose their leaders based on patronage rather 
than political philosophy, and both parties were plagued by bribery, demagogues, and villainous 
power-seekers. Likewise, both parties had a defensible political philosophy and a program of 
reform, but as it became increasingly clear that a strong central government was necessary to 
hold the provinces together, both embraced dictators and strongmen as leaders. The transition 
to empire was less a victory of one party over another than the collapse of republican pretenses 
altogether. 

The decline of the republic began with bickering over the distribution of newly acquired 
land, resulting from Roman conquests in Spain, Africa, and the east. The Gracchi brothers, 
Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus, initiated land reforms that would distribute more territory to 
landless Romans rather than wealthy barons, but these, naturally, were unpopular with the ruling 
classes. Both Gracchi were eventually murdered, but only after giving rise to a powerful party 
dedicated to wealth redistribution and supported by the “Roman Mob”, as well as members of 
the deserving poor. 

Two generals arose to take the lead of these two parties. These were Marius, who led the 
popular party and Sulla, who led the republicans. Both leaders were respected military leaders 
and each led an army to march on the city of Rome and seize power by force, always using 
the abuses of the other as an excuse for further outrages. Once in power, first Marius and then 
Sulla ordered proscriptions, or the systematic murder of all their enemies. Needless to say, these 
proscriptions, which were carried out on a large scale over several years, had a disastrous effect 
on civil politics. Not only were many of the most promising statesmen of the age killed, but 
political rivals became deadly enemies. Sulla, who last held sway in Rome, essentially obliterated 
the Marian party within Rome, but Marian sympathizers fled to the farthest outreaches of the 
empire. Sertorius, a well-respected general in exile from Sulla, set up a rival empire in Spain 
which was a haven for political refugees and other outcasts, and the Roman army was unable to 
subdue him for over eight years. 

Other crises that arose for Rome as a result of these disruptions were a slave rebellion 
lead by the escaped gladiator Spartacus, a resumption of the Mithridatic war in the east, and 
the rise of pirates in the Mediterranean. These crises were put down by three new generals who 
had appeared on the scene after the death of Sulla and Marius. They were Crassus, a wealthy 
land speculator who put down the rebellion of Spartacus, Lucullus, a capable but notoriously 
luxuriant general who brought the Mithridatic War to a close, and Pompey, who in less than 
a year put down the pirates that had been plaguing traders of the Mediterranean for the last 
decade. Pompey eventually rose to great political power, favoring first the populares party but 
later the optimates. However, it was less political philosophy than disgust with the worst of the 
populist demagogues, such as Clodius, that drove him into alliance with the aristocrats. 

During this time several important political leaders also arose. Julius Caesar, who as 
a young man had fled from Sulla’s proscriptions, was starting to gain great influence with the 
popular party. On the side of the aristocrats, Cicero and Cato the younger arose. Cicero is well 
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known for putting down the Catiline conspiracy, and for prosecuting several well known cases of 
corruption. Both Cicero and Cato were sincere republicans and articulate spokesmen for the best 
ideals of democratic power sharing and civic duty, but in spite of their convictions and personal 
rectitude, they were unable to hold power long in an age of dictators and demagogues. 

In 60 B.C. Crassus, Pompey, and Caesar put aside their political differences and formed 
the First Triumvirate, in which they divided the empire into regions to govern independently. 
Crassus soon perished on an ill-fated campaign in Parthia, leaving Pompey and Caesar in power 
in Rome. Caesar’s enemies sought to send him far off to the western frontier to get him out of the 
way, but this proved a tremendous miscalculation. Caesar, who up to this time had no particular 
military experience, took this charge seriously and in the six years from 58 to 52 B.C., he led the 
Roman Conquest of Gaul, which brought the entire region of Gaul (modern France), under his 
sway. This was the greatest addition of Roman territory in over a century, and it brought him 
unbounded prestige and popularity within Rome and the army. 

Caesar’s enemies in Rome tried to deprive him of his legions and bring him back under 
control, but it was too late. In 49 B.C. Caesar crossed the Rubicon with his army and marched on 
Rome, thereby provoking the Caesarean Civil War. Yet so great was his popularity that no army 
rose against him, and his enemies, including Pompey, fled to the east. Unlike his predecessors, 
Caesar ordered no purge of his political enemies, and in many ways tried hard to win over and 
reconcile them. He had an all-encompassing vision for the administration of an empire that had 
animated his actions for many years, and as soon as he came to power, he started implementing 
many of his reforms. 

Although Caesar controlled the west with very little opposition, Pompey and his legions 
still held sway in the east. Caesar eventually raised an army to meet Pompey and beat him 
decisively at the Battle of Pharsalia. Caesar pursued Pompey to Egypt, where Pompey was 
murdered by traitors. While in Egypt, Caesar became involved with Cleopatra and fought the 
Battle of Alexandria in order to secure her place on the Egyptian throne. He eventually returned 
to Rome, and began implementing his reforms in earnest, but in spite of all the effort he had put 
into reconciling with his enemies, a conspiracy formed against him. He was assassinated in the 
senate only five years after crossing the Rubicon, but his vision for a military based, accountable, 
centrally-administered empire survived him. 
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timeline – decline of Republic

Year BC Event

143-133 Numantine War – Conquest of the interior of Spain
133-131 Conquest of Hellenistic empires in the east
133-127 Civil unrest due to land reforms of the Gracchi.
111-106 Jugurthine Wars in Africa
107-100 Cimbrian War – Marius elected consul six times, reforms army.

102  – Teutone tribe defeated at the Battle of Aix.
101  – Cimbri tribe defeated at the Battle of Vercelli.

90-89 Roman Social War – allies win rights of Roman citizenship.
88-84 First Mithridatic War – instigates a civil war between Marius and Sulla.

88  – Marius attempts to take over the army and is exiled from Rome
87  – Sulla victorious at Siege of Athens.

86-82 Marius and Sulla Civil War – Optimates vs. populares.
86  – Marius returns to Rome, takes vengeance on enemies.
83  – Sulla returns, overthrows Marians, murders enemies.

74-63 Third Mithridatic War –  Lucullus pacifies Asia Minor.
73-71 Servile War – Spartacus leads a slave revolt

67 Pompey conquers the pirates of the Mediterranean.
63 Cicero puts down the Catiline conspiracy.
60 Pompey, Crassus, and Julius Caesar form the first triumvirate.

58-51 Gallic Wars – Caesar conquers all of Gaul
55  – Caesar invades Britain.
52  – Victory over Vercingetorix at the Battle of Alesia.

49-46 Caesarean Civil War – Caesar crosses the Rubicon.
48  – Caesar defeats Pompey at Battle of Pharsalia.
48  – Caesar puts Cleopatra on throne of Egypt at Battle of Alexandria.
46  – Suicide of Cato the younger after the republican cause is defeated at the Battle 

of Thapsus.
44  Assassination of Julius Caesar
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cHARActeRS – decline of Republic

Character Date BC Short Biography

Cornelia 185–100 Mother of the Gracchi. Highly revered Roman matron. 
Tiberius Gracchus 163–132 Promoted land reform and plebeian rights. Murdered by senators. 

Gaius Gracchus 154–121 Continued reforms of Tiberius, but was also killed. 
Jugurtha 156–104 Numedian king, flagrantly bribed senate to maintain power. 
Metellus died 91 General who fought against Jugurtha. Enemy of Marius. 

Marius 155–86 Renowned general. Modernized legions. Defeated Teutons and 
Cimbri. Waged a bloody feud with party of Sulla. 

Cinna died 84 With Marius, raised an army, and took Rome for populist Party. 
Sertorius 122–72 Led rebellion against Rome in Spain; held out for 8 years. 

Sulla 138–78 Defeated Mithradates in Greece. Marched on Rome, defeated the 
party of his enemy Marius. 

Mithridates 160–104 King of Pontus, raised rebellions in Greece and Asia Minor. 
Lucullus 120–70 Led Rome against Mithradates in third Mithradatic War. Known 

for extravagant lifestyle. 
Spartacus 111–71 Gladiator who led a slave revolt. Held out for two years. 

Crassus 110–53 Wealthy general. Fought Spartacus. Formed triumvirate with 
Pompey and Caesar. 

Pompey 106–48 Renowned general. Fought in Asia, Spain, and Italy. Defeated 
pirates. Led opposition to Caesar in civil war. 

Cicero 106–43 Orator and political philosopher. Leader of aristocratic party. Put 
down Catiline conspiracy. Murdered by Antony. 

Verres 120–43 Extremely corrupt governor of Sicily; prosecuted by Cicero. 
Clodius 93–52 Violent enemy of Cicero. Populist rabble-rouser and demagogue. 
Catiline 108–62 Led conspiracy to overthrow Senate; put down by Cicero. 
Atticus 109–32 Wealthy private citizen. Friend and correspondent of Cicero.

Cato (the younger) 95–46 Highly principled republican who opposed Caesar and killed 
himself after the republican cause was lost. 

Julius Caesar 100–44 Conquered Gaul, prevailed in civil war. Mastermind of Roman 
empire. Killed by senators. 
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Recommended ReAdinGS – decline of Republic

Book Title chaps Selected Chapters

Famous Men of Rome by Haaren   6 Gracchi to Cicero
Story of Rome by Macgregor   38 Cornelia to Assassination of Caesar

Story of the Romans by Guerber   17 Roman Amusements to Death of Caesar
Historical Tales - Roman by Morris   8 Gracchi to Assassination of Caesar 

Story of Rome by Gilman   5 Effort at Reform to Triumvirs
Old World Hero Stories by Tappan   2 Julius Caesar to Cicero

 Story of the Roman People by Tappan 2 The Gracchi to Caesar and the Triumvirates
City of Seven Hills by Harding 3 The Gracchi to Beginning of the Empire

Plutarch’s Lives by Weston 3 The Gracchi to Julius Caesar
Children's Plutarch: Romans by Gould   2 General Who Ate Dry Bread to Tully

Young Folks Plutarch by Kaufman   11 Tiberius Gracchus to Sertorius
Cleopatra by Abbott   8 Valley of the Nile to Cleopatra a Queen

Julius Caesar by Russell  all
Julius Caesar by Abbott   all

Adventures of a Roman Boy by Church   all
Days of Cicero by Church   all
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eARly empiRe – 43 b.c. to 180 A.d.
Second tRiumviRAte to deAtH of mARcuS AuReliuS

Augustus Caesar is considered the first Roman emperor because under his long reign 
Rome became reconciled to its new form of government. Rome had certainly seen dictators in 
previous years and the ideals of republican government had already given way, but it was not 
until the reign of Augustus that stability, peace, and prosperity returned to the government, and 
active opposition to the new regime ceased. Augustus, then known as Octavius, came to power 
in 43 B.C., shortly after the death of his uncle Julius Caesar. Although a young man, he was 
Caesar’s heir, and by patience and persistence he was able to wrest enough power from Antony 
to establish himself as a joint ruler of Rome, part of the second triumvirate. 

Octavius spent the early years of his 
reign consolidating power. This involved using 
force when necessary, as when he and Antony 
crushed the Republican opposition lead by 
Marcus Brutus and Cassius at the Battle of 
Philippi, in 42 B.C. But whenever possible he 
followed the example of his uncle and mentor 
Julius Caesar, trying to reconcile his enemies 
rather than to conquer them. After Philippi, 
Octavius ruled jointly with Antony, but their 
relationship soured as a result of Antony’s long 
and irresponsible dalliance with Cleopatra. 
Finally the two rulers, now bitter enemies, met 
at the Battle of Actium in 31 B.C. From this 
point until his death in 14 A.D., Octavius was 
sole ruler of the Roman Empire, although he 
was not declared Augustus for several more 
years. His power established, he followed 
through on many of Caesar’s plans for the 
empire, including transferring administrative 
responsibility for most provinces to the army, 
tax reform, encouraging immigration, and 
investing in infrastructure and public works. 
Augustus and his advisor, Maecenas, were 
patrons of the arts, and under his reign literature flourished. The Latin poets Horace and Virgil, 
the historian Livy, and many other artists ushered in a great era of Latin literature and scholarship. 
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Contrasted with his successful public life, Augustus’s private life was fraught with 
disappointments and tragedies. His long marriage to Livia produced no children, so his sole 
biological heir was his daughter Julia Caesara, born from a previous marriage. He arranged her 
marriage to his top general Agrippa, which produced several grandchildren, but all his male heirs 
preceded Augustus in death. He eventually adopted Drusus and Tiberius, Livia’s two sons from 
a previous marriage, and Tiberius succeeded Augustus as emperor in 14 A.D. For the next fifty 
years, descendents of Julia and Livia held the imperial throne. Tragically, the royal family was 
prone to murder, treachery, insanity, debauchery, and every other imaginable vice, so that for 
nearly half a century, the Praetorian guard held most of the real power. The Praetorian guard, 
employed as the emperor’s bodyguard, was responsible for the murder of Caligula, who followed 
Tiberius on the throne, and for elevating Claudius, who was thought to be easily controlled. On 
the death of Claudius, (who died by poison at the hands of his wife Agrippina the Younger), 
the Praetorians co-operated in the elevation of the boy Nero to the throne, again opting for a 
malleable youth over an experienced and competent ruler. 

Nero’s rule was one of the most notorious in Roman history. He was an immature and 
indulgent young man, who replaced Seneca and other competent ministers with scoundrels. He 
murdered his mother Agrippina, his brother Britannicus, and his first wife Octavia so that he 
would be free to marry his manipulative mistress Poppaea. It was rumored he intentionally set 
fire to the city of Rome and allowed it to burn in order to clear a space for a grand imperial palace. 
Shortly after the disastrous fire, he discovered a conspiracy against him, and executed dozens 
of Rome’s most prominent citizens rumored to be behind it. At this point, the all-powerful 
Praetorian guard decided that he needed to be replaced and forced him to commit suicide. 

Nero was the last member of the fratricidal Julio-Claudian dynasty, and he had left no 
heir, so the Praetorians declared for Galba, who was well-respected but old and infirm at the 
time of his appointment. Galba was no longer competent to run an empire, but he selected a 
successor, Piso, who he believed would have the integrity to best serve the state. When his choice 
became public, Otho, who had been conspiring for the position, raised an army, killed Galba, 
and took the throne by force, ushering in the chaotic Year of the Four Emperors. The German 
legions, however, declared for their commander Vitellius, a known glutton and bumbler, whom 
his subordinates favored because of his weak will and easy discipline. Otho made the astonishing 
and inexplicable decision to commit suicide rather than plunge the country into civil war, and 
effectively ceded the throne to Vitellius after a single, inconclusive battle. 

By late A.D. 69, the imperial throne had changed hands three times in one year, but 
there were more changes yet to come. Disgusted by the weak leadership of Vitellius, the eastern 
legions declared for Vespasian, a competent and well-respected general who was then besieging 
the city of Jerusalem. At the news of this, the faint-hearted Vitellius attempted to resign the 
throne, but was prevented by his followers. In the civil battles that followed, the capitol buildings 
of Rome, including the temple of Jupiter, were unintentionally destroyed by fire. By the time 
Vespasian marched on Rome, the issue was settled and he was able to set about restoring integrity 
and competent leadership to the long corrupted imperial throne.
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Augustus Caesar’s long and prosperous reign, 31 B.C. to 14 A.D., firmly established 
the imperial form of government in Rome, and the personal failures, abuses and incompetence 
of subsequent members of the dynasty were not serious enough to shake the empire from its 
foundation. The crisis of 69 A.D., which portended problems to come, was fortunately resolved 
by the elevation of Vespasian to the imperial throne. He was the first Roman emperor of genuinely 
humble stock, who attained the throne purely by merit. He had risen through the ranks slowly and 
with great credit. By the time he 
assumed the throne, he had a 
thirty-year career of competent 
management behind him 
and continued his reign in 
the same vein. He reformed 
imperial finances, brought the 
Praetorian guard under sway, 
replaced corrupt senators, 
and restored discipline. In 
general he ruled justly and 
mercifully and was not prone 
to extravagant vice. Under 
Vespasian, the rebuilding of 
Rome proceeded apace, and the 
Roman Coliseum, also known 
as the Flavian Amphitheatre, 
was dedicated in 79 A.D., the 
last year of his reign. 

Vespasian shared power with his eldest son Titus, who had successfully prosecuted the 
Roman Jewish Wars after his father was called to Rome. Titus had proven himself a great general, 
and had befriended Josephus, the famous historian of the Jewish Wars. Titus was popular with 
both the army and the general population, and there was much lamenting when he died only 
a few years after his father. The throne was then passed to Domitian, a much younger and less 
experienced brother of Titus. Tacitus, probably the most important historian from this era, was 
highly critical of Domitian, but that was likely because he favored his father-in-law, Agricola, 
who was a rival of Domitian. At any rate, some of the earliest persecutions of Christians occurred 
under the reign of Domitian, and he undeniably became murderous and paranoid late in his 
reign after discovering a conspiracy against himself. 

Whatever his faults, Domitian should be credited for establishing a tradition, adhered 
to for nearly 100 prosperous years, of selecting a competent leader to replace himself rather 
than passing the empire to biological kin. Domitian’s chosen successor was Nerva, the first 
of the “Five Good Emperors”, who reigned in Rome from 96 to 180 A.D. This period was 
undoubtedly the golden age of the Roman Empire. The five good emperors were Nerva, Trajan, 
Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, and Marcus Aurelius. During their peaceful and prosperous reigns, the 
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maximum extent of the empire was reached, the borders were secured and defended, imperial 
finances were well managed, and infrastructure, including walls, aqueducts, public buildings, 
and roads, were maintained. Several of the emperors, and Hadrian in particular, were patrons of 
the arts and literature. The second century A.D. was the “Silver Age” of Latin literature, which 
produced such literary greats as Lucan, Pliny the Elder, Juvenal, Martial, and Quintilian, and the 
historians, Tacitus, Pliny the Younger, and Suetonius. 

The two emperors most notable for their virtuous lives as well as their extraordinary 
administrative skills were Trajan and Marcus Aurelius. Both were humble and unimperious in 
manner and bearing but courageous in battle and uncomplaining in adversity. Marcus Aurelius 
was also noted as a stoic philosopher, and his life, which was full of tragedy, difficulties and 
disappointments gave a true test to his mettle. He is sometimes known as the “model pagan”, and 
some of his meditations on philosophy are still extant. His greatest fault undoubtedly lay in his 
faith in his biological son Commodus, whom he selected as his heir, rather than sticking with the 
very successful formula of his predecessors, and leaving the empire in the hands of a man selected 
entirely on merit. Commodus proved to be a disastrous choice, who brought an abrupt end to 
nearly a century of peace, prosperity, and competent government. 
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timeline – eARly empiRe

Year  Event

49-31 BC Caesarean Civil War
43 BC  – Octavius and Antony form the second triumvirate.
42 BC  – Defeat of Republican army at Battle of Philippi.
31 BC  – Antony defeated at Battle of Actium.
27 BC Octavius made imperator for life: becomes Augustus Caesar. Begin Pax Romana.
9 AD Hermann annihilates Romans at the Battle of Teutoberg Forest.

14  AD Death of Augustus. Begin reign of Tiberius.
31 AD  Failed conspiracy of Sejanus, captain of the Praetorian guard.
41 AD  Assassination of imperial madman, Caligula.
41-54  Reign of Claudius: Romans reconquer Britain.

54 AD Nero installed in the imperial throne while still in his teens.
61 AD Revolt of the Britons under Boadicea: Battle of Watling Street.
64 AD Nero fiddles while Rome burns.
68 AD Nero driven from throne by Praetorian Guards.
69 AD Year of Four Emperors – Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Vespasian.
70 AD First Roman Jewish War – Fall of Jerusalem 
70-81 Reign of Vespasian and Titus.

79 AD Destruction of Pompey
80 AD Dedication of the Coliseum
70-81 Christian persecution under Domitian.
96-98 Reign of Nerva – First of the Five Good Emperors

98-117 Reign of Trajan – Height of Empire
87-105 Roman Conquest of Dacia

115-117 Second Roman Jewish War – Kitos War, massacres in Alexandria and Cyprus
122 Hadrian builds wall in Britain at Scottish border to keep out Picts.

132-136 Third Roman Jewish War – Bar Kokhba Revolt put down in Palestine. 
138-161 Antoninus Pius exceptionally long and benevolent reign. 
161-180 Marcus Aurelius, philosopher emperor fights the Alemanni.
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cHARActeRS – eARly empiRe

Character Dates Short Biography

Augustus Caesar 63 BC –14 Also known as Octavius, nephew of Julius Caesar. First Roman 
emperor. Consolidated power and reigned fifty years in peace. 

Marcus Brutus 84–42 BC Leader of conspirators to assassinate Caesar. Died at Philippi. 
Cleopatra 70–20 BC Queen of Egypt. Lover of both Julius Caesar and Mark Antony. 

Antony 83–30 BC With Octavius, led empire after Caesar's death. Liaison with 
Cleopatra caused downfall. 

Maecenas 70–8 BC Advisor and ambassador of Augustus. Patron of art and literature. 
Virgil 70–19 BC Great epic poet of the Augustan age. Wrote The Aeneid. 

Horace 65–8 BC Great lyric poet and satirist of the Augustan age. 
Agrippa 63–12 BC Trusted general and advisor of Augustus. Married daughter Julia. 

Livia 58 BC –29 Wife of Augustus Caesar. Empress of Rome for over fifty years. 
Drusus 38–9 BC Son of Livia, father of Germanicus. Died on campaign in 

Germany. 
Livy 59 BC –17 Roman historian. Wrote History of Rome from its Founding. 

Julia Caesara 39 BC –14 Daughter of Augustus. Banished after three unhappy marriages. 
Hermann 16 BC –21 Hero of Germany. Annihilated Roman legions at Teutoburg Forest. 

Sejanus died 31 Leader of Praetorians. Conspired to seize the throne from 
Tiberius. 

Germanicus 15 BC –19 Roman military hero and heir to the throne. Probably murdered. 
Tiberius 42 BC –37 Second emperor. Stepson of Augustus. Retired to Capri. 
Caligula 12 BC –41 Third emperor. Sadistic and probably insane. 

Claudius 10 BC –54 Fourth emperor. Manipulated by wicked wives and praetorian 
guard. Conquered Britain. Murdered by 2nd wife Agrippina. 

Agrippina the 
Younger

16–59 Mother of Nero. Murdered Claudius to make way for Nero’s rise, 
then killed by Nero.

Nero 37–68 Fifth emperor. Murdered mother, wife, and brother. Fiddled while 
Rome burned. Dethroned and murdered by the praetorian guard.

Seneca 3–65 Tutor and minister to Nero. Forced suicide after falling from 
grace. 

Poppaea died 65 Wicked mistress of Nero. Urged him to kill his mother and wife. 
Boadicea died 61 Queen of the Iceni. Led the revolt of Celtic Britons against 

Romans. 
Galba 3–69 Declared emperor after Nero was deposed. Served less than a year. 
Otho 32–69 Emperor for 3 months in 69 A.D. Killed self after losing key 

battle. 
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Vitellius died 69 Emperor for 9 months in 69 A.D. Known as an incompetent 
glutton. 

Vespasian 9–79 First emperor of humble origins. Founder of Flavian dynasty. 
Competent administer. Built Colleseum.

Pliny the Elder 23–79 Scholar, author of encyclopedias, naturalist. Wrote Natural 
Histories. Died at the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. 

Josephus 37–100 Jewish historian who served in Vespasian’s court. Wrote a history 
of the Jewish War and fall of Jerusalem. 

Titus 40–81 Son of Vespasian, Popular Flavian emperor. Conquered Jerusalem. 
Agricola 40–93 Roman general and statesman. Governor of Britain. Pacified 

Wales. 
Martial 40–102 Poet and satirist. Wrote twelve books of Epigrams. 

Domitian 51–96 Last Flavian emperor. Known for paranoia and persecutions. 
Plutarch 46–122 Most outstanding moralist and biographer of ancient times. 

Wrote Lives of Greeks and Romans. 
Trajan 53–117 Second of "Five Good Emperors." Ruled with justice and 

integrity. Conquered Dacia. 
Pliny Younger 63–113 Roman statesman and orator whose many letters are still extant 

Hadrian 76–138 Third "Good Emperor." Talented artist, architect, administrator. 
Consolidated, rather than expanded Roman territory. Built wall.  

Antoninus Pius 86–161 Fourth "Good Emperor." Continued consolidation. Ruled justly. 
Marcus Aurelius 121–180 Fifth "Good Emperors." Stoic philosopher. Improved condition 

of poor. Fought barbarians who crossed borders.
Tacitus 55–120 Son-in-law of Agricola. Important historian of imperial age.
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 Recommended ReAdinGS – eARly empiRe

Book Title chaps Selected Chapters

Famous Men of Rome by Haaren   3   Augustus to Marcus Aurelius
Story of Rome by Macgregor   9   Brutus Speaks to Emperor Augustus

Story of the Romans by Guerber   25   Second Triumvirate to Model Pagan
Historical Tales - Roman by Morris   11   Antony and Cleopatra to Pompey

Story of Rome by Gilman   1   Republic Becomes an Empire  
Roman Life and Story by Church   22   Child of Fortune to Burning of the Capitol

Jews Under Roman Rule by Morrison   22   Roman Vassal King to Final Conflicts
Old World Hero Stories by Tappan   2   The Augustan Age to Marcus Aurelius

Children's Plutarch: Romans by Gould   2  Man Like Hercules to Caesar's Friend
Young Folks Plutarch by Kaufman   2   Marcus Brutus to Antony

Cleopatra by Abbott   4   Battle of Philippi to End of Cleopatra
Nero by Abbott      all

Burning of Rome by Church       all
The Crown of Pine by Church       all

  Last Days of Jerusalem by Church       all
To the Lions by Church       all
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decline And fAll of empiRe – 180 b.c. to 476 b.c.
ReiGn of commoduS  –  fAll of weSteRn empiRe

The decline of the Roman Empire lasted over 200 years, from the death of Marcus 
Aurelius in 180 A.D. to the sack of Rome in the early fifth century. For years, historians have been 
debating why the most powerful and prosperous empire the world had ever known fell into thus 
nearly permanent decline, and why it was unable to reverse this course but these complications 
are beyond the scope of this summary. It is interesting to note, however, that although we have 
well-kept historical records of this period, very little is usually written about the final years of 
the empire in popular histories, and few of the characters other than Constantine and Attila the 
Hun, are widely known. In his history Historical Tales of Rome, Charles Morris wrote: 

“We have now reached the period in which began the decline and fall of the Roman Empire. 
Its story is crowded with events, but lacks those dramatic and romantic incidents which give such 
interest to the history of early Rome. Now good emperors ruled, now bad ones followed, now peace 
prevailed, now war raged; the story grows monotonous as we advance. The reigns of virtuous emperors 
yield much to commend but little to describe; those of wicked emperors repel us by their enormities 
and disgust us by their follies. We must end our tales with a few selections from the long and somewhat 
dreary list.” 

The first dreary 
episode in the decline of 
Rome was the unfortunate 
reign of Commodus, son 
of the virtuous emperor 
Marcus Aurelius. He stands 
as an eternal reminder 
that good parents do not 
always produce promising 
children. His reign was as 
corrupt, murderous and 
extravagant as that of Nero 
or Caligula and coming 
after nearly a century of 
good leadership severely 
rocked the confidence 
of the empire. He was 
eventually dispatched by one of his courtiers in 192 A.D., but since no successor was named, 
the government of Rome fell into confusion. Eventually Septimus Severus, a politically skilled 
senator with connections in Africa and Syria, rose to the throne. He spent much of his early reign 
putting down rebellions throughout the empire, leaving his wife, Julia Domna, and a trusted 
lieutenant in charge in Rome. His sons were nearly grown by the time he returned to reside in 
Rome, but he soon send them to Britain to get them away from bad influences and give them 
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military experience. When he died, his eldest son Caracalla assumed the throne and murdered 
his brother Geta. Caracalla ruled for six years before being murdered himself, and was followed 
by two young emperors, Elagabalus, and Alexander Severus, from the extended Severan family. 
During the reigns of these two young men, the empire was largely in the hands of the Severan 
women, who ruled with reasonable competence. 

The Severan dynasty, which had lasted for 43 years, was brought to an abrupt end, at 
the hands of Maximinus, a Thracian barbarian of enormous physical strength, who had risen to 
a very high position in the emperor’s private guard. He had served the Severan family for over 
thirty years and was completely trusted when he murdered Alexander Severus, seized the throne, 
and plunged the imperial government into chaos. His enemies included almost anyone from 
the upper classes, and he killed them without mercy. He was murdered by his own troops after 
three wretched years in power, but the empire never recovered from this upheaval. The ensuing 
military anarchy, which lasted until the reign of Diocletian in 284, saw over twenty emperors in 
the space of 45 years, only one of whom died a natural death. Few were distinguished, and the 
only notable event of the period was the rebellion of Queen Zenobia of Palmyra in Syria. She 
came close to conquering the eastern half of the Roman empire, but was repelled by the emperor 
Aurelian in 272. 

Diocletian, who came to the throne in 284, did a masterful job of bringing a semblance 
of order to the empire. He divided the empire into four districts, two in the east and two in the 
west, and appointed a junior and senior governor of each division (called caesar and emperor 
respectively). Upon the death or retirement of the emperor, the caesar would be elevated to 
emperor and appoint another caesar. This system worked for exactly one generation, but it 
allowed Diocletian to retire, and live out his natural life unmolested. 

One of the caesars appointed by Diocletian was Constantius, the father of Constantine. 
When Constantius died, his men elected Constantine to replace him. Constantine ruled for 
over thirty years, but the first half of his reign was spent consolidating power from the eastern 
and western emperors and fighting off rivals claimants. The second half was dedicated to civil 
reforms and building his new capital in the east at Constantinople. Most notably, Constantine 
was the first Christian emperor, and his edict of Milan in 313 A.D. made Christian worship legal 
throughout the empire. From this point on, with the exception only of Julian the Apostate, the 
imperial court was at least nominally Christian. 

The peace and prosperity which took root during the reign of Constantine was short 
lived. He divided the empire among his three sons on his death, but they quarreled while the 
empire sunk back into disorder. All of Constantine’s sons died without heirs, and after the death 
of his nephew Julian the empire was permanently divided into an eastern and a western half, 
governed by generals. The only remaining emperor of note was Theodosius, who governed in 
the east from 379 to 395, effectively put down barbarian invasions, and left the eastern empire 
in relatively good shape. He is best remembered for his willingness to do public penance for the 
slaughter of the Thessalonians, which was imposed on him by Ambrose, Bishop of Milan. The 
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idea that even emperors were subject to the laws of God was a radically new idea that made a 
permanent mark upon Western civilization. 

Meanwhile, the empire of the west was already suffering from waves of German invaders 
that the government was powerless to put down. By the time that the city of Rome was overrun 
by the Visigoths in 410 A.D., most of Gaul had already been abandoned to the Franks, and the 
legions had been pulled from Britain. The waves of barbarians that descended upon Italy during 
the fifth century A.D. only finished off a process that was already under way. The Western empire 
had ceded much of its territory without a fight, most wealthy families had moved away from 
Rome and even the western emperor himself had moved his government to Ravenna. By the 
time the city of Rome was invaded there was not even an army to send in its defense, since the 
cowardly Honorius, who sought only to appease the Visigoths, had murdered Stilicho, his most 
capable general. Still, the Visigoth invasion of 410 was mild compared to that of the Vandals, 
who plundered the city to ruin in 455. The Visigoths were at least Christian, semi-civilized, and 
desired a treaty with the Western Emperor that would allow them self-governing territories. A 
Visigoth kingdom was established in Spain shortly after the death of Alaric, and the Visigoths 
helped the Western Empire to ward off Attila the Hun, who overran Europe in 450 A.D. 

By the mid fifth century, the area actually controlled by the so called Western emperor 
was reduced to only Italy, and when it passed from the last Roman emperor, Romulus Augustus, 
to the barbarian chief Odoacer in 476, it caused hardly a ripple. As the authority of the western 
empire collapsed, the power and influence of Christianity increased. Because of the fluid 
organization of the church, it was able to adapt and grow in an environment of political unrest. 
Kingdoms and empires might come and go, but the church provided a degree of continuity and 
civilization that was increasingly attractive to citizens of the collapsed empire. Many important 
leaders of the church arose during this time of chaos while political powers rose and fell. Some of 
the influential Christian leaders who lived during the decline of the Roman Empire were Saint 
Jerome, Saint Augustine , Saint Ambrose, Alban of Britain, Eusebius, and Saint Athanasius. 
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   timeline – fAll of tHe weSt

Year Event

180-193 Reign of Commodus, degenerate son of Marcus Aurelius.
193-211 Reign of Septimus Severus.
211-239 Reign of the later Severans: Caracalla, Elagabalus and Alexander.

239 Murder of Alexander Severus – throne usurped by the barbarian Maximinus.
239-284 Military anarchy.

270 War with Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra.
306 Constantine proclaimed Augustus by his legions after the death of his father.
312 Constantine gains sole control of west at Battle of Milvian Bridge.
313 Edict of Milan: Christianity is made legal in empire.
324 Constantine becomes sole ruler of entire empire.
325 First council of Nicaea is held to combat the Arian heresy.

337-361 Empire languishes under warring sons of Constantine.
362 Julian the Apostate tries to restore paganism.

379-395 Theodosius reigns in the east. Fends off usurpers in the west and briefly reunites 
the empire. 

410 Alaric the Visigoth invades Rome.
451 Europe saved from Attila the Hun at the Battle of Chalons.
455 Genseric sacks and plunders Rome.
476 Imperial leadership passes to a barbarian king Odoacer.

 
Recommended ReAdinGS

Book Title chaps Selected Chapters

Famous Men of Rome by Haaren   2 Constantine to End of the Western Empire
Story of the Romans by Guerber   12 Cruel Emperor to End of the Empire

Historical Tales - Roman by Morris   4 Imperial Savage to Downfall of Rome
Roman Life and Story by Church   14 Student to Imperial Philosopher

Old World Hero Stories by Tappan   1 Constantine the Great
Count of the Saxon Shore by Church   all

The Early Church by Hodges   10 Roman World to Augustine
The Goths by Bradley   13 Who were the Goths? to End of the West

The Byzantine Empire by Oman 4 Foundation to Reorganization of East
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cHARActeRS – fAll of tHe weSt

Character Dates Short Biography

Commodus 161–192 Corrupt son of Aurelius, misruled for 12 years, then 
murdered. 

Septimus Severus 146–211 Seized Imperial throne after the death of Commodus. Put 
down many rebellions. 

Caracalla 188–217 Brutal and iron-fisted emperor. Murdered brother Geta. 
Elagabalus 205–222 3rd Severan emperor; effeminate and profligate; deposed; 

Alexander Severus 208–235 4th Severan emperor; ruled under the regency of mother; 
deposed.

Maximinus died 238 Thracian giant. Rose to head of army and seized imperial 
throne. 

Zenobia of Palmyra fl. 267 Queen of Palmyra. Attempted to control the eastern 
empire, only to be crushed by Rome. 

Diocletian 245–313 Restored order to the empire after fifty years of chaos. 
Broke empire into four regions. 

Constantine 272–337 First Christian emperor. Unified empire. Moved capital to 
Constantinople near Black Sea. 

Saint Athanasius 298–373 Bishop of Alexandria. Opposed the Arian heresy. 
Julian Apostate 331–363 Last Constantinian emperor. Tried to restore paganism. 

Theodosius 346–395 Re-united eastern and western empires. Excommunicated 
by Ambrose for massacre of civilians. 

Saint Ambrose 340–397 Bishop of Milan. Resisted Arian heresy, advised emperors, 
advocated for Church interests. 

Stilicho 359–408 Roman general who fought off the Visigoths before they 
overran Rome. Murdered by Emperor Honorius. 

Alaric the Visigoth 370–410 Chieftain who led the Visigoths into northern Italy, and 
then besieged and sacked Rome. 

Attila the Hun 406–453 Barbarian chieftain who overran and terrorized much of 
Europe. Defeated at the Battle of Chalons. 

Genseric 390–477 Leader of Vandals. Conquered Northern Africa and Sicily. 
Invaded and ransacked Rome. 

Saint Augustine 354–430 Greatest Christian theologian of the Middle Ages. Wrote 
Confessions and City of God. 

Saint Jerome 340–420 Translated the Bible into the Latin Vulgate. 
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byzAntine empiRe – 364 to 1453 A.D.
diviSion of empiRe  –  fAll of conStAntinople

The final phase of the Roman Empire lasted for nearly 1000 years, yet the history of 
the Eastern Roman Empire after fall of the West, is often covered very briefly, and sometimes 
excluded altogether from Roman history. There are several reasons for this: First of all, the 
government at Constantinople had long had a strong Greek influence, but in 620 A.D., use of 
the Latin language in administrative affairs was discontinued altogether, and from then on the 
dominion was known as the “Empire of the Greeks” or the “Byzantine Empire”. (Byzantium was 
the Greek name for Constantinople.) It preserved Roman administration, military, and judicial 
customs, but was primarily Greek in culture. 

Furthermore, less than 
twenty years after Heraclius 
reformed and reorganized the 
empire under Greek authority, a 
great portion of its holdings in 
Syria, Palestine and Egypt fell to 
the Moslems. The Byzantines were 
able to hold onto North Africa 
for another fifty years, and onto 
Asia Minor and Sicily for several 
hundred more years, but a great 
deal of the old Roman territory 
in the Balkans had already been 
overrun by barbarians, and by 800 
A.D., the “empire” consisted mainly 
of Asia Minor and the Greek and 
Thracian sea coasts. The fact that in that same year the pope declared Charlemagne “Holy Roman 
Emperor” was indicative of both the decline of Byzantine fortunes and the emerging division 
between the Church of Rome and Eastern Church. 

The Byzantine Empire did enjoy a few periods of expansion after it lost the greater portions 
of its domain, but none were long-lasting. During the middle ages, however, Constantinople 
was known for its thriving economy and luxury due to trade with the Middle East. It, alone 
in Europe, retained much of the classical scholarship of the Greeks, and ultimately its greatest 
contribution to the Western civilization may have been as a store-house for Greek philosophy 
and literature during the dark ages. The central government, particularly within Constantinople 
itself, was run largely by an entrenched aristocracy of civil servants, and the adjective “byzantine” 
has come to mean “excessively complicated, devious, and underhanded.” The government was 
too luxurious to have produced many great leaders, but the following are some persons and 
events in Byzantine history worthy of note. 
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Several generations after the fall of the Western Empire, the Eastern Empire did 
enjoy a major resurgence. Between 530 and 560 A.D., under the rule of Justinian the Great, 
Constantinople won back a great deal of territory that had been lost to barbarians in the west. 
These included the reconquest of North Africa from the Vandals, the reconquest of Sicily and 
Italy from the Ostrogoths, and several important victories against the Sassanid Empire in Persia. 
These victories were almost all due to the efforts of Belisarius, one of the greatest generals in 
Roman history, and for a brief time it looked as if the Roman Empire would reemerge as a 
dominant power. But a long period of decline followed the brilliant career of Belisarius, and 
Northern Italy was overrun by the Lombards only a few years after his death. 

The next notable ruler was Heraclius, an Armenian who came to power in 610 during a 
critical period of war with Persia. He reigned for thirty years and worked to reform and reorganize 
the empire and stave off attacks from both Persia and the Avars in the north. But near the end of 
his successful reign disaster struck. In 636 the Arab Moslems, who had already conquered much 
of the Sassanid empire, attacked the Byzantine domains and at battle of Battle of Yermuk, much 
of Palestine and Syria was lost. Byzantine was able to hold on to Asia Minor, but in 698 North 
Africa was lost. For the next 100 years, Byzantine suffered from incursions by the Moslems, and 
Constantinople itself was twice besieged. 

In 717, Leo III, a Syrian general, assumed the throne in Constantinople while the city 
was under attack by the Umayyad Caliphate. Under his command the Moslems were driven away, 
and he spent the next few years undertaking important reforms, the most notorious of which 
was the banning of images in the worship of the eastern church. This was highly unpopular in 
the western regions, resulted in a war with the Pope, and was a permanent source of contention 
between the east and west churches. The feud between the two churches continued for 200 years, 
before a formal schism was declared in 1054. During this period the Byzantine Empire was 
very influential in spreading Christianity into Eastern Europe. Saints Cyril and Methodius lived 
during this era and were apostles to the Slavs. They were also were responsible for creating the 
Cyrillic alphabet so that the Bible could be translated into the Slavic languages. 

The empire finally experienced a resurgence during the eleventh century when it briefly 
won back much of its territory in the Balkans from the Bulgers and gained back some parts of 
Syria and Armenia from the Abbasid caliphate. However, the weakness of the Abbasid Empire, 
which had permitted the Byzantine encroachment, was a sign of greater problems afoot. A strong 
caliphate had held back the Turkish and Mongolian hordes from Central Asia, but a weakened 
empire could not do so. The Seljuk Turks invaded Byzantine territory and won a critical victory 
against the Byzantines at the battle of Manzikert in 1071. Over the next generation they pushed 
the eastern border of the Byzantine Empire far back towards the western shores. The same 
invasion of Seljuks that had conquered large areas of Asia Minor also took control of the holy 
lands and some of the atrocities they perpetrated on Christian pilgrims inspired the Crusades. 
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The Crusades lasted for 200 years, between 1095 and 1291, and they greatly affected 
the fortunes of Byzantium. The first two crusades actually enhanced the fortunes of Byzantine, 
but by the time of the fourth crusade, disaster struck. A long period of stability during the 
twelfth century within the Byzantine government was followed by a generation of infighting 
and usurpation. At one point the son of a deposed emperor bribed a crusading army gathered 
in Venice to help him retake the throne in Constantinople. So in 1204 the Latin crusaders took 
the city by storm, sacked and pillaged for weeks, and destroyed many invaluable icons and 
relics. Constantinople had not been seriously sacked since it was built by Constantine in the 4th 
century, some 800 years previously, and the city never fully recovered from this rout. 

The Latins held the city of Constantinople for over fifty years, until 1264 when the 
city was finally retaken by the Byzantines, who installed the Palaeologus dynasty. This family 
held the imperial throne for nearly three centuries, but they presided over an ever declining 
empire. The Empire was now surrounded on all sides by enemies, and steadily lost ground. 
The Ottoman Empire was established in Asia Minor around the turn of the 14th century and 
steadily encroached on Byzantine territory. In 1354 the Ottomans crossed the Bosporous Strait 
and conquered much Byzantine territory in the Balkans. Soon after this two great Christian 
heroes arose, John Huniades in Hungary, and Scanderbeg in Albania. Although much of the 
Balkans ultimately fell to the Ottomans, they both manfully resisted the onslaught and held 
the Ottomans at bay, thereby preventing further Moslem encroachments on the rest of Eastern 
Europe. 

By the time Mohammed II besieged Constantinople in 1452, almost all of the Byzantine 
territory surrounding the city had been lost. After a frightful siege, and great loss of life on both 
sides, the city was finally taken. When word of the fall of Constantinople reached the Christian 
West, it sent a shudder throughout Europe. The Byzantine Empire had not been “Roman” for 
hundreds of years, but it was the last vestige of an empire that had laid the entire foundation of 
Europe and its demise symbolized the fear that Christian Europe itself could fall to the Moslems. 

The Byzantine Empire’s most lasting contributions to western civilization were cultural 
rather than political. It was influential in the Christianization of Eastern Europe, and was a terrific 
storehouse of classical Greece art, literature, and learning. During the middle ages, virtually all 
of Western Europe had been overrun time and again by barbarians, and almost all classical 
scholarship was lost to the ages. The Roman church was able to instill some of the administrative 
and legal traditions of the lost empire, and preserved much of its Latin culture, but the classical 
Greek literary tradition that had been diffused throughout the Eastern Mediterranean for nearly 
2000 years was utterly lost. It was not reintroduced to Western Europe until the Renaissance, 
and this occurred just as the last strongholds of the Byzantine Empire were being overrun by 
the Ottoman Turks. A great deal of the finest works of classical Greek philosophy and literature 
would likely have been lost forever without the care of Byzantine scholars. 
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timeline – byzAntine empiRe

Year Event

455   Genseric and the Vandals sack Rome.
460   Failed expedition against the Vandals of Africa.
476   Fall of the Western Empire in Italy to Odoacer.

527-565   Reign of Justinian in the Eastern Roman Empire.
489-568 Ostrogoth Wars in Italy

493   – Theodoric reigns in the Ostrogoth kingdom of Italy.
533   – Belisarius reconquers Vandal Kingdom of Africa.
538   – Belisarius besieges Ravenna; regains Italy for Eastern Kingdom.

610-641   Heraclius is emperor of Greek-speaking Byzantine Empire.
629-694 Moslem Conquest of Syria and Persia

636   – Most of Syria lost to the Moslems at the Battle of Yermuk.
694   – North Africa lost to the Moslems at the Battle of Utica.
729   Leo the Iconoclast banishes religious images and icons from the eastern church.
862   Cyril and Methodius convert the Slavs to Christianity.

1054   Formal break between the Eastern Church and Rome.
1071   Critical defeat at the battle of Manzikert opens up Asia Minor to the Seljuk Turks.
1095   First Crusade called by Pope Urban II.
1204   Crusading army from the fourth Crusades besieges, takes, and pillages Constantinople.
1261   Byzantines retake Constantinople from the Latins.
1281   Osman, founder of the Ottoman Empire, establishes his kingdom in Asia Minor.

1354-1566 Moslem Conquest of the Balkans
1354   – Ottomans cross Bosporus Strait and begin conquest of the Balkans.

       1389 – Battle of Kosovo leaves all of Serbia in the Hands of the Ottomans
1453   – Fall of Constantinople to Mohammed II.
1461   – Final vestiges of the Byzantine Empire conquered by the Ottomans.

Recommended ReAdinGS

Book Title chaps Selected Chapters
The Early Church  by  Hodges   3 Monasticism in the East  to   Chrysostom 

The Goths  by  Bradley      all
The Byzantine Empire by Oman   all
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cHARActeRS – byzAntine empiRe

Character Dates Short Biography

Emperor Leo 401–474 Eastern Emperor during fall West. Fought against Vandals. 
Emperor Zeno 425–491 Isaurian (Armenian) Emperor who ruled after fall of  West. 

Odoacer 435–493 Deposed the last Roman Emperor and became King of Italy. 
Later overthrown by Theodoric the Ostrogoth. 

Theodoric the 
Ostrogoth

454–526 Ostrogoth king who invaded Italy and successfully formed a 
Gothic-Roman kingdom. 

Empress Theodora 500–548 Born in humble circumstances, married Justinian and 
became his trusted advisor. 

Belisarius 505–565 General associated with Julian the Great, reconquered much 
lost Roman territory. 

Justinian the Great 483–565 Ruled Byzantine Empire for 40 years. Well known for legal 
reforms known as Code of Justinian. 

Alboin died 573 King of the Lombards who crossed the Alps and invaded 
Northern Italy. Made Pavia capital of Lombards. 

Maurice 539–602 Byzantine Emperor who made an alliance with Persia. 
Eventually deposed and murdered. 

Heraclius 575–641 Eastern Emperor during a critical period. Fought Goths in 
the west, Persian and Moslems in the east. 

Saint Irene 752–803 Empress of the Byzantines who tried to restore the use of 
images and icons in the eastern church. 

Leo III the Isaurian 685–741 Byzantine Emperor who stabilized the Byzantine Empire 
after the Moslem conquests. Destroyed statues and icons. 

John Huniades 1388–456 Defended the Hungarians against the Ottoman Turks. 
Defended Belgrade from Mohammed II. 

Scanderbeg died 1468 Albanian patriot who rebelled against the Ottomans and 
tried to free his people from Turkish domination. 

Mohammed II 1432–81 Sultan of the early Ottoman Empire who conquered 
Constantinople and much of the Balkans. 

Constantine XI 1404–53 Emperor during the siege and fall of Constantinople. Died 
defending the city from the Turks. 
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HiStoRicAl And outline mApS

centRAl itAly

The city of Rome was situated near the center of the Italian Peninsula on the Tiber 
River. For the first few hundred years of its existence it fought neighboring tribes, including the 
Sabines, the Etruscans, the Aequi, the Latins, the Samnites, and the Gauls.

GeoGRApHy teRmS

Cities:
 Rome: Latin colony, grew to dominate Mediterranean region.
 Alba Longa: First city in Latium, eventually overshadowed by Rome. 
 Veii: Etruscan city across the Tiber from Rome, conquered by Camillus. 
 Clusium: Etruscan city ruled by Lars Porsena, an ally of the Tarquinni.
 Ostia: Port city at mouth of the Tiber, controlled by Rome.
 Tusculum: Latin city, ally of Rome, defended by Cincinnatus against Aequii

Regions:
 Latium: Coastal region south of the Tiber, north the Volturnus, home of Latins.
 Etruria: Coastal region north of Rome, home of the Etruscans. (Tuscany)
 Umbria: Mountain region north of Rome
 Campania: Coastal region south of Latium, home to Oscii, Samnites, and Greeks. 
 Cisalpine Gaul:   N. Italy, Po river valley, over-run by Gauls in 500 B.C. (Lombardy)

Rivers and Water Bodies:
 Tiber: Major river through central Italy in which Rome was situatated
 Anio: Tributary to the Tiber, northeast of Rome, source of Roman aqueducts.
 Allia: Tributary to the Tiber in Sabini mountains. Site of battle against Gauls.
 Lake Regulus: Lake north of Alba Longa, site of battle against Tarquinii.

Maps:
Outline Map
Central Italy
Northern Italy
Vicinity of Rome
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itAliAn peninSulA And itAly

For over two centuries the Republic of Rome fought battles and made alliances with surrounding 
peoples and cities. By 275 B.C it was master of the entire Italian Peninsula. 

Cities:
 Capua: Major Samnite city on the Volternus river. Conquered by Hannibal.
 Ravenna: Roman town on the Adriatic sea, north of the Rubicon. 
 Pompeii: City at the foot of Mt. Vesuvius. Destroyed by an eruption in 70 A.D. 
 Cumae: Greek city in Italy, seat of the Sibyls, of Sibylline book fame.
 Tarentum: Greek city that called in Pyrrhus to defend itself from Rome.
 Syracuse: Foremost city of Sicily, location of frequent battles. 

Regions:
 Campania: Coastal region south of Latium, home to Oscii, Samnites, and Greeks. 
 Cisalpine Gaul: North Italy, Po valley, over-run by Gauls in 500 B.C. (Lombardy)
 Magnae Gracia: South Italy, settled by Greeks. Includes Sicily. (Apulia).
 Sicily: Island off the coast of Italy, settled by Greeks and Carthage.

Rivers and Mountains:
 Po: Tributary to the Tiber in Sabini mountains. Site of battle against Gauls.
 Volturno:    Major river through Campania, fifty miles south of Rome.
 Arno:   West flowing river north of Etruria marking border of Roman territory.
 Rubicon:    East flowing river north of Umbria marking border of Roman territory
 Apennines: Mountain range running from north to south through all of Italy
 Vesuvius: Active Volcano, south of Rome.  Buried Pompeii in 79 A.D.

Battle Sites:
 Heraclea: Greek under Pyrrhus defeat Romans in S. Italy, at great cost (280 B.C.)
 Lake Trasemene: Devastating loss for Rome to Hannibal in Umbria(218 B.C).
 Cannae: Worst defeat in Roman history to Hannibal in S. Italy (216 B.C).
 Metaurus River:  Romans defeat Hasdrubal in N. Italy, turn tide of war (207 B.C.)
 Vercellae: Marius leads Rome against Teutones in Cimbrian War (101 B.C).

Maps:
Outline Map
Early Republican Italy
Imperial Italy
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RomAn empiRe

By imperial times, Rome dominated the entire Mediterranean, from the Spain to Egypt. 
The Roman Empire reached is maximum extent in about 120 A.D. as a result of Trajan’s conquest 
of Dacia. Subsequent emperors worked to defend the empire rather than to expand it further.

Cities – West:
 Carthage: Foremost city of the Phoenicians in the West. Greatest enemy of Rome. (Tunis)
 Massilia: Important trading city in Gaul, near the mouth of the Rhone River. (Marsailles)
 Utica: Strongly fortified African city used by Republicans as a base to oppose Caesar.
 Barcino: Trading city in Spain, near Ebro river, founded by Hamilcar Barca. (Barcelona)
 Lundinum: Major Roman city in Britain. (London)

Cities – East:
 Constantinople:  Founded by Constantine in 330, it became capital of the Eastern Empire. (Istanbul)
 Athens: Athens remained a center for Greek culture and learning during the Greco-Roman era.
 Corinth: A major commercial center of the East; was destroyed by the Romans in 146 B.C.
 Ephesus: Major Greek and Roman city in Asia Minor. Famous for Temple of Artemis.
 Alexandria: Capital of Egypt at the Mouth of the Nile.  Founded by Alexander the Great.
 Nicaea: Major city on the Sea of Marmara. Famous as site of the Nicene Creed.

Provinces – West:
 Hispania: Included provinces of Baetica (farther Spain), and Tarraconensis (Spain).
 Gallia: Included provinces of upper and lower Gaul, Aquitaine, Belgica, and Narbonne (France).
 Britannia: Included upper and lower Britain provinces (Britain).
 Mauritania: Province populated by Numidian allies of Rome (Morrocco, Algeria). 
 Africa: Province includes territory formerly controlled by Carthage (Tunisia, Libya).

Provinces – East:
 Macedonia: Province encompassing all of Northern Greece. 
 Achaea: Province encompassing all of Southern Greece.
 Thracia: Province north of the Sea of Marmara, containing Constantinople (Bulgaria).
 Dacia: Conquered by Trajan, and held by the Romans for 100 years (Romania).
 Bithynia: Wealthy Roman province directly adjacent to Constantinople (Turkey).
 Pontus: Province located south of the Black Sea.  Realm of Mithradates (Turkey).
 Syria: Eastern Provinces containing cities of Tyre, Sidon, Damascus, Palmyra.
 Palestine: Roman name for Judea, renamed after Jewish Wars and Rebellions (Israel).
 Egypt: Province controlled by descendants of Ptolemy until the age of Cleopatra.
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Rivers and Mountains:
 Rhodanos: River in the south of Gaul, Hannibal crossed on rafts (Rhone).
 Rhenus: River that denoted the eastern boundary of the Gallic Province (Rhine).
 Iberus: River flowing through the north of Hispania (Ebro).
 Danuvius: River that formed northern border of empire, until Trajan conquered Dacia (Danube).
 Alps: Mountains that formed northern border of Italy. 
 Pyrenees: Mountain range between Gaul and Hispania. 
 Nile: Major River of Egypt

Water Bodies and Islands:
 Propontis: Sea of Marmara
 Pontus Euxinus: Black Sea
 Cyprus: Important Island off the coast of Syria.  Site of a Jewish Rebellion in 115 A.D.  
 Rhodes: Center of Greek/Roman learning. Became part of the Roman Empire in 164 B.C.
 Pillars of Hercules: Strait of Gibraltar

Battle Sites – West:
 Carthaga Nova: Battle at which Scipio Africanus conquered Carthage dominions in Hispania. 
 Zama: Final battle of the Second Punic War, fought outside Carthage (202 B.C).
 Alesia: Caesar besieges rebel stronghold under Vercingetorix in Eastern Gaul (52 B.C.)
 Thapsus: Caesar defeated Republic army under Cato in North Africa (46 B.C.)
 Munda: Caesar’s final battle against a Republican stronghold in Hispania (45 B.C.)
 Teutoburg Forest: German hero Hermann annihilates Rome in the forests of Germany (9 A.D).
 Milvian Bridge: Constantine defeats Maxentius near Rome, gains control of the Empire (312 A.D.)
 Chalons: Romans and Visigoths fend off Attila the Hun in central Gaul (451 A.D.)

Battle Sites – East:
 Pydna:   Aemilius Paulus defeats Antigonid king Persia in Macedonia (168 B.C.)
 Pharsalus:   Julius Caesar defeated Republicans under Pompey, in central Greece (49 B.C.)
 Philippi:   Octavio and Antony defeat Cassius and Brutus in Thrace. (B.C.)
 Actium:   Antony retreats from a Naval battle with Octavio off west coast of Achaea (31 B.C.)
 Carrhae:   Roman legion under Crassus in annihilated by Parthia in Syria (53 B.C.)
 Jerusalem:   Vespasian and Titus put down rebellion, destroy Jerusalem (71 A.D.) 
 Palmyra:   Aurelian puts down the rebellion of Queen Zenobia Palmyra (272 A.D.)
 Hadrianople: Goths invade Thrace, battle is a disaster for Rome, Emperor Valens killed (378 A.D.) 

Maps:
Outline Map
Western Empire 
Roman Empire at its Height
Barbarian Kingdoms after the Fall of Rome
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city of Rome

Hills:
 Palatine: First hill of Rome, home of prominent Romans during Republican times.
 Capitoline:   Location of the Temple of Jupiter and other important state buildings.
 Caelian:   Fashionable residential district; location of Baths of Caracalla.
 Aventine:   Hill selected by Remus, originally outside the boundary of Rome.
 Esquiline, Viminal, Quirinal 

Landmarks:
 Forum: Plaza surrounded by public buildings. Center of civic life.
 Campus Martius: Public area outside gates of Rome, used to gather and drill armies.
 Sublican Bridge: Bridge across the Tiber, defended by Horatius.
 Cloaca Maxima:  Famous Roman sewer, used to drain swamps, built 600 B.C.
 Circus Maximus:  Open Arena used for public games and chariot races.
 Coliseum: Flavian amphitheatre, built 80 A.D. for public shows, gladiators.
 Servian Wall: Wall built around Rome around 350 B.C., named after King Servius.

Buildings:
 Temple of Jupiter:  Temple built on Capitoline hill by King Tarquin, 600 B.C.
 Temple of Saturn:  Temple built at the head of the Forum.
 Temple of Vesta: Temple near the Roman forum, housed the Vestel Virgins.
 Comitium (Sentate): Assembly building for elections, councils, tribunals.

Maps:
Roman Forum
Republican Rome
Imperial Rome
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AccountAbility Forms

The following pages may be reproduced to help keep track of students’ weekly and 
quarterly history reading objectives.

Book Selection Register:
When a student selects a book to read he enters it in his Book Selection Register. When he 
completes the books he writes comments if desired. Each form registers up to five books.

Title: 
     Plutarch’s Lives

Category: 
suggested

Length: 
90 pgs

Author: 
     W. H. Weston

Start: 
11-10

Finish: 
11-19

Comments: 
Only read the chapters on Greeks: Aristides, Themistocles , Alexander, 
Timoleon, and Philopoemen.

Weekly Reading Register:
Each day that a student reads history, he should write down the number of minutes he spent 
reading, and the name of the book and author. The “length” of the book can be tracked either 
by recording printed pages, or in the case of e-books (which don’t have fixed page numbers), by 
recording chapters. Students can make up to five entries per week using this form.

Date Mon
3/3

Tues
3/4

Thu
3/6

Sat
3/8

Weekly
Total

Time 1:20 45 45 1:45 4:35
Author/

Title
Church
Iliad

Church
Iliad

Colum
Golden
Fleece

Colum
Golden
Fleece

Finished 
Iliad

Length CH 10-
19

CH 20-
26

CH 1-5 CH 6-16 Iliad-16
Fleece-16

Weekly Reading Long Form:
The Weekly Reading long form contains much of the same information as the Weekly Reading 
Register, but organized differently, with more room to write information about reading topics. 

Instructors can also create their own forms to personalize tracking methods.
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booK Selection ReGiSteR

Title: Category: Length: 

Author: Start: Finish: 

Comments: 

Title: Category: Pages: 

Author: Start: Finish: 

Comments: 

Title: Category: Pages: 

Author: Start: Finish: 

Comments: 

Title: Category: Pages: 

Author: Start: Finish: 

Comments: 

Title: Category: Pages: 

Author: Start: Finish: 

Comments: 





weeKly ReAdinG ReGiSteR

Date Weekly
Total

Time

Author/
Title

Length

Date Weekly
Total

Time

Author/
Title

Length

Date Weekly
Total

Time

Author/
Title

Length





weeKly ReAdinG

Name: ____________________________________________________________________

Date : ____________________________________________________________________

 Day Minutes What I Read

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 ________ ________ ___________________________________________________

 TOTAL ________ 

Comments

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________


